
ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

ITS Section 3.7: Plant Systems 

NUREG-3.7.1 - The main steam safety valves (MSSV) Specification is reformatted to 
omit the table of specific lift setpoints and to replace the figure for determining the 
allowable power level and trip settings with predetermined values. The specific lift 
setpoints are currently required to be tested by current Technical Specification (CTS) 
Table 4.1-2, item 4. However, the CTS does not contain the specific setpoints. These 
setpoints are currently identified in the Inservice Testing (IST) Program and are 
adequately controlled therein under the design change and procedural control programs 
which include evaluations of changes in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. Control of 
these setpoints is proposed to be retained in these programs. A minor editorial change 
is proposed to clarify that the 1% tolerance is only applicable to the "as-left" settings.  
The NUREG figure for determining the allowable nuclear overpower-high trip setpoint 
is provided for units which have MSSVs with different relief capacities. Since it would 
not be possible to predetermine which valves would be inoperable for the condition, a 
figure is not provided to calculate the required trip setpoint. However, all MSSVs at 
ANO-1 are of the same relieving capacity. Therefore, the allowable setpoint for the 
trip function can be predetermined based on the minimum number of OPERABLE 
valves per steam generator. This evaluation has been done and provided in a new 
Table 3.7.1-1, rather than by a figure, for the operators convenience. Also, the 
wording of Required Action A. 1 is revised since the terminology of "reduced power 
requirement" from the figure is not used in the new Table. The proposed wording is 
consistent with the wording of Required Action A.2.  

The LCO is revised to require that 14 MSSVs (7 on each main steam line) be 
OPERABLE regardless of power level. This means that Condition A merely allows 
continued operation rather than restoring compliance with the LCO. The 
NUREG-1430 Required Action A. 1 restores compliance with the LCO and negates the 
requirement to change the setpoint in Required Action A.2 and control the setpoint 
during continued operation. This LCO change ensures that continued unit operation 
with an inoperable MSSV is in accordance with a Required Action.  

A Note is added to the LCO to retain the hydrotesting exception provided by 
CTS 3.4.1.2 Note *. This provides the capability to perform the hydrotesting using 
steam in lieu of water which would require additional supports due to the added 
weight. This exception is discussed ANO-1 license Amendment No. 90 
(1CNA128405) and its associated request submittal (1CAN108401).  

The Bases associated with NUREG 3.7.1 have been revised to incorporate the changes 

discussed above. The NUREG 3.7.1 Bases Applicability discussion also states that two 
MSSVs are required when below 18% RTP and when above 18% RTP, the number of 
MSSVs required to be Operable must be within the acceptable region of Figure 
3.7.1-1. With the proposed changes to NUREG 3.7.1, this statement is no longer 
required to be included in the Applicability discussion, as the proposed Table, Table 
3.7.1-1, provides the number of MSSV required to be Operable at all times in 
MODE 1. Therefore, this information is deleted.
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2 Incorporated TSTF-235, Rev. 1.  

3.7-0 3 NUREG 3.7.2 - The Applicability of this LCO is revised to MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
consistent with CTS 3.4.1. The MSIVs, MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low 
Load Feedwater Control Valves and Startup Feedwater Control Valves perform an 
accident mitigation function when there is significant mass and energy in the secondary 
system. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, the secondary side energy is low and these valves are 
not required to provide isolation. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

. 4 NUREG 3.7.2 - CTS 3.4.2 allowed action times for inoperable MSIVs are retained in 
the proposed ITS ACTIONS. Condition A entry conditions are expanded to include 
one or more MSIVs in both MODES 1 and 2. The unit design includes only two 
MSIVs; therefore, closure of an MSIV is not practical in either of these MODES.  
CTS 3.4.2 allows continued operation for 24 hours with either one or two inoperable 
MSIVs with no action required. This is retained in proposed Required Action A. 1 for 
inoperable MSIVs. This proposed Completion Time allows time to prepare and 
implement activities necessary for restoration of OPERABILITY if the cause of the 
inoperability is restorable without a shutdown. Additionally, for MSIVs inoperable in 
MODE 3, the proposed Required Action C. 1 is consistent with the CTS 3.4.2 
Completion Time of 48 hours. Finally, the CTS 3.4.2 Completion Time of 24 hours to 
exit the MODE of Applicability is retained in Required Action D. 1. Although the main 
steam system is not credited as a closed system, under normal conditions it does not 
provide a direct path from the reactor building atmosphere to the environment.  
Therefore, these Completion Times are reasonable, and provide for diagnosis and 
repair of many MSIV problems, thereby avoiding unnecessary shutdown. This change 
is consistent with current license basis.  

5 Not used.  

6 NUREG Bases - The Criterion statement at the conclusion of the Applicable Safety 
Analysis section was modified at each occurrence to refer to 10 CFR 50.36 instead of 
the NRC Policy Statement. This is an editorial change associated with the 
implementation of the 10 CFR 50.36 rule changes after NUREG-1430, Revision 1 was 
issued.  

The 10 CFR 50.36 Criterion satisfied by the ITS LCOs was modified to preserve 
consistency with the ANO-1 license basis. The NUREG Criterion specified were 
modified to be consistent with the analysis assumptions regarding equipment 
availability and operating condition (i.e., MODE).  

7 NUREG 3.7.2 - Incorporates TSTF-209, Rev 1.  

8 NUREG 3.7.2 & 3.7.3 - Incorporated TSTF-289.  

The specific required closure (isolation) time for the MSIVs and MFIVs is not 
incorporated. These values are not included in the CTS, have been adequately
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controlled in the Inservice Test Program, and are proposed to continue to be 
administratively controlled. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

In accordance with unit design and operation, automatic closure capability is bypassed 
at _ 750 psig in the secondary system to avoid unintentional closure during normal 
shutdowns. Therefore, a Note is included in the automatic actuation surveillance 
(SR 3.7.2.2 and SR 3.7.3.2) to indicate that automatic isolation capability is not 
required when the secondary system pressure is • 750 psig which is consistent with 
CTS 3.5.1.16. This change preserves current license basis requirements and 
accommodates unit specific design characteristics.  

3 9 NUREG 3.7.3 and Bases - ITS 3.7.3 and Bases incorporate ANO-1 specific 
terminology. The ANO-l main feedwater isolation is accomplished by either an MFIV, 
or the associated Main Feedwater Block Valve, Low Load Feedwater Control Valve 
and Startup Feedwater Control Valve combination. MFIV refers to a specific 
component, and is not used to refer to the Main Feedwater Block Valve, Low Load 
Feedwater Control Valve and Startup Feedwater Control Valve combination. This 
change is consistent with current license basis, as discussed in SAR Section 14.2.2.1.  
The NUREG 3.7.3 Bases markup only shows the insertion of the ANO-1 terminology 
once at the top of each page due to the large number of edits that would be required.  
This is done to provide a clear markup of the Bases. All occurrences of "MIVs" and 
"MFCVs, or associated SFCVs" will be replaced references to the "MFIVs, Main 
Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and Startup Feedwater 
Control Valves," as appropriate. In addition, a new Condition C as been added to 
ensure that all valve combinations are adequately addressed in the ITS. The existing 
NUREG 3.7.3 Conditions C, D and E have been re-lettered accordingly.  

- 10 NUREG 3.7.14 and Bases - "Fuel Storage Pool" has been revised to "Spent Fuel Pool" 
at each occurrence for consistency with the ANO- 1 license basis. Although several 
terms are used in the ANO-1 SAR to refer to this component, "Spent Fuel Pool" is the 
most prevalent. This change is considered to be administrative in nature and is 
consistent with the current license basis.  

11 NUREG 3.7.4 - SAR Section 14 discusses the use of the ADVs in one accident, the 
Loss of All Unit AC Power.  

Although the station blackout (SBO) event is beyond the ANO-1 design basis, certain 
aspects of ADV operation were discussed in ANO's resolution of this issue. The air 
operated atmospheric dump valves limit challenges to the MSSVs during a SBO event.  

The emergency operating procedures (EOPs) instruct the operators to establish 
pressure control using the ADVs from within the control room. If control power or 
instrument air is not available, the valves can be manually operated locally.  

In the Supplemental Safety Evaluation for the Arkansas Nuclear One Units 1 and 2 
Station Blackout Rule (OCNA109111), the NRC staff concluded "that following an 
SBO event and upon the loss of compressed air, the licensee will be able to manually
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operate the ADVs for decay heat removal. Therefore, the staff considers this issue 
related to compressed air resolved." 

The ADVs and ADV block valves perform no active safety-related function. The 
ADVs are normally closed and designed to fail closed. Use of the ADVs has never 
been credited in the ANO-1 accident analyses for performance of any safety-related 
function. Use of the ADVs for pressure relief has been mentioned in accident analyses 
(i.e., complete loss of all unit AC power), but has not been required since the MSSVs 
are safety-related and always available for pressure relief It should be noted that 
ANO-1 is in a safe shutdown condition when it is in "hot shutdown." Therefore, it is 
acceptable to maintain the plant in "hot shutdown" and to rely on the MSSVs for 
pressure control. Post-accident cool-down to below 5250 F (which would require use 
of an ADV) is not required. The ANO-1 safety analysis does not credit the 
atmospheric dump valves (ADVs) for events which meet the criteria of 10 CFR 50.36.  
Also, the CTS does not contain any requirements for the ADVs. Therefore, controls 
for these valves are proposed to continue to be administrative and not incorporated in 
the Technical Specifications. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

12 NUREG 3.7.5 - The safety related emergency feedwater (EFW) system contains only 
two pumps and associated flow paths. All NUREG references to a third train or pump 
have been deleted. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

13 NUREG 3.7.5 - Incorporates TSTF-101.  

14 NUREG 3.7.5 and Bases-Note 1 is omitted for SR 3.7.5.3 and SR 3.7.5.4. This 
testing is currently performed at low pressures to avoid either: a) making the system 
inoperable by tagging out the injection valves which would also open on the actuation 
signal, or b) injecting cold condensate into the steam generators. Valve and pump 
actuation can be demonstrated at low pressures, and along with full pressure, manual 
opening of the steam admission valves and pump flow testing, adequately demonstrates 
the capability of the system to perform these required safety functions. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.  

Note 2 has been revised to incorporate TSTF-284, Rev 3.  

Additionally, the wording of Note 2 for SR 3.7.5.3 and SR 3.7.5.4 revised for clarity 
and consistency with the Applicability. The "applicable" MODES are addressed only in 
the portion of the Specification entitled "APPLICABILITY" (with the exception of 
where applicable SRs of one specification are referenced by another specification, e.g., 
when a shutdown specification identifies the "applicable" SRs from the operating 
specification rather than repeat each "required" SR). Thus, Note 2 has been modified 
to clearly correlate with the Applicability. These changes are consistent with the 
NUREG Writer's Guide, and current license basis (CTS 3.4.3).
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15 NUREG 3.7.5.5 - CTS 4.8.1.c requires this surveillance be performed only on manual 
valves. This is acceptable because it verifies the position of those valves that would not 
be easily detected through installed instrumentation and indication available to the 
operator or through the performance of a pump surveillance. In addition, this SR 
effectively replicates the requirements of SR 3.7.5.1 which must be performed prior to 
entry into the MODE of Applicability for this Specification. This change is consistent 
with current license basis.  

In addition, the unit specific designation for the "Q" condensate storage tank (QCST) 
was provided to clarify which condensate storage tank is the subject of this SR 
(reference CTS 4.8.1 .c). This change is consistent with current license basis.  

16 NIJREG 3.7.5 - The unit design does not include EFW pump suction pressure 
interlocks. Therefore, SR 3.7.5.6 and SR 3.7.5.7 are not incorporated. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.  

17 NUREG 3.7.7 - The ANO-1 safety analysis does not credit the intermediate cooling 
water system for events which meet the criteria of 10 CFR 50.36. The safety related 
cooling water requirements are met by the service water system (see SAR Section 9.3).  
Therefore, only the service water system is proposed to be incorporated in the 
Technical Specifications. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

18 NUREG 3.7.8.3 - The service water system is equipped with three pumps, only two of 
LEE which are required to be in service at any given time (SAR Section 9.3.2.1). The 'A' 

and 'C' service water pumps normally supply their respective service water loops. The 
'B' service water pump is a 'swing' pump that can be aligned to supply either service 
water loop in the event either the 'A' or 'C' pump is inoperable. The 'A' and 'C' pumps 
do not receive an engineered safety (ES) actuation signal. Instead, if these pumps are 
the pumps in service at the time an ES signal is initiated, they will remain in service. If 
offsite power is lost, these pumps will autostart following restoration of voltage to the 
ES buses. In the event one of these two pumps fails to start following restoration of 
ES bus voltage with an ES signal present, the 'B' pump is automatically started 
approximately 5 seconds later and is realigned to the appropriate service water loop.  
SR 3.7.8.3 has been modified as SR 3.7.7.3 to require testing of the 'required' service 
water pumps. This change allows one service water pump to be taken out of service 
without affecting the OPERABILITY of the service water system since the two 
remaining service water pumps are single-failure proof This change is consistent with 
current license basis as specified in CTS 3.3. 1.C.  

19 NUREG 3.7.9 - The ANO-1 ultimate heat sink does not utilize cooling towers, nor 
cooling tower fans. Therefore, the ACTIONS related to fans and SR 3.7.9.3 are not 
applicable. This change is consistent with current license basis.
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20 NUREG 3.7.9 - SR 3.7.9.1, SR 3.7.9.2, and SR 3.7.9.3 and associated Bases are 
revised to verify the appropriate parameters for an emergency cooling pond consistent 
with CTS 4.13. ITS SR 3.7.8.3 will verify the pond contains the necessary volume 
when the water level is > 5 ft, and ITS SR 3.7.8.1 will verify the pond level is > 5 ft on 
a more frequent basis. The Frequency for ITS SR 3.7.8.3 is every 12 months since the 
degradation of the pond is gradual. ITS SR 3.7.8.2 is limited to only require the 
temperature verifications during the summer months when there is sufficient potential 
to exceed the limits to warrant the surveillance.  

NUREG 3.7.9 has also been revised to retain the requirements of CTS 4.13.1.4 by the 
addition of SR 3.7.8.4 and associated Bases. This SR requires a visual inspection of 
the ECP and spillway to ensure any physical degradation from wave action, or other 
changes in appearance is within acceptable limits. These changes are consistent with 
current license basis.  

21 NUREG 3.7.1 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures. These 
changes are consistent with current license basis.  
B 3.7.1 BACKGROUND - Only 8 MSSVs are provided for each SG header.  
B 3.7.1 ASA - Revised discussion of applicable transients and accidents in accordance 
with the current SAR.  
B 3.7.1 LCO - Only 7 of the 8 MSSVs on each header are required for mitigation 
from full power.  
B 3.7.1 LCO - The discussions of OPERABILITY are revised to prevent 
misinterpretation. These paragraphs incorrectly imply that they contain all 
requirements for OPERABILITY. They are revised to indicate that these are required 
to attain OPERABILITY but that compliance with these does not necessarily assure 
OPERABILITY. This is only determined by compliance with the definition of 
OPERABLE/OPERABILITY.  
B 3.7.1 RA B. 1 & B2 - The entry condition description is revised to match the 
Specification requirements.  
B 3.7.1 References - A reference to Framatome Document 86-1266156-00, "ANO-1 
Overpressure Protection," dated October 31, 1997, has been added to provide a 
reference for the MSSV relief capacity.  

22 NUREG 3.7.2 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures. These 
changes are consistent with current license basis.  
B 3.7.2 BACKGROUND - Revised discussion of isolation signal to refer to more 
detailed description of initiating signals.  
B 3.7.2 ASA - Revised discussion of Applicable Safety Analyses to be consistent with 
the unit specific analyses and license basis.
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B 3.7.2 LCO - The discussions of OPERABILITY are revised to prevent 
misinterpretation and to be consistent with the unit specific analyses and license basis.  
These paragraphs incorrectly imply that they contain all requirements for 
OPERABILITY. They are revised to indicate that these are required to attain 
OPERABILITY but that compliance with these does not necessarily assure 
OPERABILITY. This is only determined by compliance with the definition of 
OPERABLE/OPERABILITY.  
B 3.7.2 RA A. 1- The Completion Time discussion has been revised for consistency 
with the ANO-1 SAR which states that the MSIVs are not considered as reactor 
building isolation valves (SAR Table 5-1).  
B 3.7.2 RA B. 1 - The condition description is corrected for consistency with similar 
statements throughout the ITS Bases and with the wording of the Condition.  
B 3.7.2 RA D. 1 and D.2 - The condition description is corrected for accuracy.  

23 NUREG 3.7.3 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures.  
References to Feedwater Line Break (FWLB) analyses and the excess feedwater event 
have been deleted from the ITS 3.7.3 Bases as these accidents/events are not part of 
the ANO-1 safety analyses as provided in SAR Section 14. These changes are 
consistent with current license basis.  
B 3.7.3 BACKGROUND - Revised discussion of Emergency Feedwater Initiation and 
Control (EFIC) System to refer to more detailed description of initiating signals, and 
omit non-applicable discussions. Revised discussions of the purpose of MFIVs, Main 
Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and Startup Feedwater 
Control Valves in the ITS. to be consistent with the unit specific analyses and license 
basis.  
B 3.7.3 ASA - Revised discussion of Applicable Safety Analyses to be consistent with 
the unit specific analyses and license basis.  
B 3.7.3 LCO - The discussions of OPERABILITY are revised to prevent 
misinterpretation. These paragraphs incorrectly imply that they contain all 
requirements for OPERABILITY. They are revised to indicate that these are required 
to attain OPERABILITY but that compliance with these does not necessarily assure 
OPERABILITY. This is only determined by compliance with the definition of 
OPERABLE/OPERABILITY.  
B 3.7.3 LCO - Revised discussion to omit non-applicable discussions based on the unit 
specific analyses and license basis.  
B 3.7.3 RA E.1 and E.2 - The condition description is corrected for accuracy.  

24 NUREG 3.7.17 Bases - This change incorporates a thyroid dose conversion factor 
reference to the defined term of DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 in Section 1.1, 
Definitions.  

25 NUREG 3.7.5 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures. These 
changes are consistent with current license basis.  
B 3.7.5 General - The EFW system description is revised to reflect unit design and 
nomenclature.
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B 3.7.5 General - Revised discussion of Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control 
(EFIC) System to refer to more detailed description of initiating signals, and omit non
applicable discussions.  
B 3.7.5 RA C. 1 and C.2 - The condition description is corrected for accuracy.  
B SR 3.7.5.1 - Clarification is provided for the "correct" position for automatic valves 
which may reposition upon an actuation signal.  

26 NUREG 3.7.6 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures. These 
changes are consistent with current license basis.  
B 3.7.6 BACKGROUND - The CST description is revised to reflect unit design.  
B 3.7.6 ASA & LCO - The CST discussion of the applicable safety analysis is revised 
to be consistent with the unit specific analyses and license basis.  
B 3.7.6 LCO - The discussion is clarified to identify the necessary volume if both units 
are relying on the "Q" CST, T-41B, and to revise the associated levels based on the 
latest calculations.  
B 3.7.6 APPLICABILITY - The discussion is revised to address all conditions; 
"MODE with steam generators not being relied upon for heat removal" was missing.  
B 3.7.6 RA B. 1 & B.2 - The Required Actions do not provide a time for entry into 
MODE 4. However, the discussion of"an additional 6 hours" implies that MODE 4 
must be entered within 12 hours. Since there is no such requirement, this misleading 
statement is omitted.  

27 NUREG 3.7.8 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures. These 
changes are consistent with current license basis.  
B 3.7.8 BACKGROUND, ASA & LCO - The service water system description is 
revised to reflect unit design and nomenclature.  

28 NUREG 3.7.8 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures. These 
changes are consistent with current license basis.  
B 3.7.8 BACKGROUND & ASA - The UHS description is revised to reflect unit 
design.  

29 NUREG 3.7.10 - Required Actions C.2.1 and D.2 are omitted since they are not 
consistent with the Applicability of the Specification. Further, retention would be of no 
consequence since as soon as the concurrent action of "immediately suspend movement 
of irradiated fuel assemblies" is complete, the Specification will no longer be applicable 
and the CORE ALTERATIONS would no longer be controlled by this Specification.  
Finally, omission of these Required Actions is consistent with the "bracketed" 
identification of similar Required Actions in NUREG- 1430 Specification 3.3.16.  

30 NUREG 3.7.15 - Incorporates TSTF-070, Rev. 1.  

The word "spent" was added to the revised Required Action A.2.2 to clearly establish 
that this applies to the spent fuel pool storage area consistent with the wording of
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Required Actions A. 1 and A.2. 1. This editorial change is consistent with the 
terminology used in the current license basis.  

31 NUREG 3.7.10 - NUREG SR 3.7.10.4 is not adopted. Per Standard Review Plan 
Section 6.4, only control room emergency ventilation system designs with < 0.25 

volume changes per hour are required to provide periodic verification of the 
pressurization capability for the control room. SAR 9.7.2.1 indicates that the ANO-1 
CREVS is based on Ž 3 volume changes per hour. However, this has determined to be 
the recirculation flow rate, not the pressurization flow rate. The ANO-1 control room 
emergency ventilation system was designed for a pressurization flow rate of - 0.5 
volume changes per hour. Therefore, this Surveillance is not adopted. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.  

1 32 NUREG 3.7.10 - NUREG SR 3.7.10.5 is retained in the ITS as SR 3.7.9.4. See DOD
31 for a discussion of the ANO-1 control room emergency ventilation system 
pressurization flow rate. Per Standard Review Plan Section 6.4, those control room 
emergency ventilation system designs with greater than or equal to 0.5 volume changes 
per hour should be subject to periodic verification (every 18 months) that the makeup is 
± 10% of design value. ITS SR 3.7.9.4 specifies an acceptance criteria ofŽ 300 cfm 
and • 366 cfnm (±10% of the makeup air design flow rate of 333 cfin (SAR Section 
9.7)). NUREG-1430 does not specify any Bases for NUREG SR 3.7.10.5. Therefore, 
appropriate Bases have been proposed. In addition, SRP 6.4 was added to the 
reference section following the SR Bases. The incorporation of this SR is a more 
restrictive requirement than currently contained in the license basis.  

33 NUREG 3.7.12 & 3.7.13 - NUREG SR 3.7.12.5 is not incorporated for the penetration 
room ventilation system since no such action (opening) of the damper is provided in the 
system. NUREG SR 3.7.13.5 is not incorporated for the fuel handling area ventilation 
system since no such dampers are provided in the system. These changes are consistent 
with current license basis.  

34 NUREG 3.7.13 - The Applicability and Required Actions of the requirements for the 
Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System are revised to include only those requirements 
associated with the handling of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel handling area. This 
is consistent with CTS 3.15.1 and with the safety analysis assumptions for operation of 
the filtration system. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

Included with this change is an ACTIONS Note to indicate that LCO 3.0.3 is not 
applicable (consistent with CTS 3.15.2). Since the movement of irradiated fuel could 
occur in the fuel handling area during operation in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4, if the 
applicable Required Actions could not be met, LCO 3.0.3 would require shutdown.  
However, this is inappropriate since operation of the unit is unrelated to fuel movement 
in the fuel handling area. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

35 NUREG 3.7.13 - The LCO and Actions are revised to require the fuel handling area 
ventilation system to be in operation when moving irradiated fuel in the fuel handling 
area consistent with CTS 3.15.1 requirements. ITS SR 3.7.12.1 is also included to
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periodically verify the system to be in operation during fuel handling in the area.  
NUIREG SR 3.7.13.1 and SR 3.7.13.3 are not incorporated for the fuel handling area 
ventilation system since the system is placed in service prior to irradiated fuel 
movement in the fuel handling area and is not started on an actuation signal. These 
changes are consistent with current license basis.  

36 NUREG 3.7.12 & 3.7.13 - NUREG SR 3.7.12.4 and SR 3.7.13.4 are not adopted. Per 
Standard Review Plan Section 6.4, only control room emergency ventilation system 
designs with < 0.25 volume changes per hour are required to provide periodic 
verification of the pressurization capability for the control room. The penetration room 
ventilation system (PRVS) also provides Ž 0.25 volume changes per hour. Therefore, 
this Surveillance is also not adopted for the PRVS. The fuel handling area ventilation 
system (FHAVS) is not designed to pressurize the fuel handling area. Rather it 
provides a suction from the area immediately above the fuel pool. Therefore, the 
pressurization test is also not adopted for the FHAVS. These changes are consistent 
with current license basis.  

37 NUREG 3.7.10 - The Note in Required Action C. 1 is not required for this unit since 
the toxic gas mode of operation is the same as the radiation protection (emergency) 
mode, i.e., isolation, filtration, and pressurization with makeup air. The wording of 
Required Action C. 1 is also revised to reflect that the CREVS must be placed in 
operation since there is only the emergency mode of operation, i.e., CREVS does not 
operate in a "normal" operation mode. This change is consistent with current license 
basis.  

38 NUREG 3.7.18 - The unit safety analysis does consider a steam generator inventory; 
however, the inventory assumed in the analysis for a main steam line break is 
conservatively considered to be well above the level at which the steam generator 
aspirator ports would be flooded. Administrative controls have been sufficient to 
assure compliance with the safety analysis assumption, and an upper steam generator 
level is not included in the CTS. Therefore, the controls for these valves are proposed 
to continue to be administrative and not incorporated in the ITS. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.  

39 NUREG 3.7.10 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures. These 
changes are consistent with current license basis.  
B 3.7.10 Background - The CREVS description is revised to reflect unit design.  
B 3.7.10 ASA - The CREVS discussion of the applicable safety analysis is revised to be 
consistent with the unit specific analyses and license basis.  
B 3.7.10 LCO - The discussion is revised to identify the correct components, i.e., no 
heater, demister or valves, and to use unit specific terminology.  
B 3.7.10 Condition C - The discussion is revised to omit a misleading statement.  
Placing the system in operation does not ensure that "the remaining train is 
OPERABLE." 
B 3.7.10 SR 3.7.10.1 - The discussion is revised to reflect unit design, i.e., without 
heaters.
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B 3.7.10 SR 3.7.10.2 - The statement regarding compliance with Regulatory 
Guide 1.52 is redundant to the requirements of the VFTP and is unnecessary.  

40 NUREG 3.7.11 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures. These 
changes are consistent with current license basis.  
B 3.7.11 Background - The CREACS description is revised to reflect unit design.  
B 3.7.11 ASA, LCO and Applicability - The CREACS discussion of the applicable 
safety analysis is revised to also address the habitability requirements portion of the 
license basis.  
B 3.7.11 Condition B and Condition C - The condition description is corrected for 
accuracy.  
B 3.7.11 Condition C - The discussion is revised to omit a misleading statement.  
Placing the system in operation does not ensure that "the remaining train is 
OPERABLE," and the system does not automatically actuate.  

41 NUREG 3.7.12 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures. These 
changes are consistent with current license basis.  
B 3.7.12 Background, LCO, and Applicability - The PRVS description is revised to 
reflect unit design.  
B 3.7.12 ASA - The PRVS description is revised to reflect unit design. In addition, 
information concerning types of system failures that are analyzed is deleted. The 
ANO-1 LOCA analysis assumes 50% of all leakage is processed by the PRVS with a 
90% efficiency. The analysis does not consider failures of the type described in the 
NUREG Bases. This maintains the current license basis.  
B 3.7.12 Required Action A. 1 - The condition description is corrected to identify that 
the PRVS supports mitigation of reactor building leakage, not support the ECCS.  
B 3.7.12 Required Actions B.1 and B.2 - The condition description is corrected for 
accuracy.  
B 3.7.12 SR 3.7.12.1 - The discussion is revised to reflect unit design, i.e., without 
heaters.  
B 3.7.12 SR 3.7.12.2 - The statement regarding compliance with Regulatory 
Guide 1.52 is redundant to the requirements of the VFTP and is unnecessary.  

42 NUREG 3.7.13 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures. These 
changes are consistent with current license basis.  

B 3.7.13 BACKGROUND, ASA, and LCO - The FHAVS description is revised to 
reflect unit design.  

B 3.7.13 SR 3.7.13.2 - The statement regarding compliance with Regulatory 
Guide 1.52 is redundant to the requirements of the VFTP and is unnecessary.  

43 NUREG 3.7.6 and Bases - Incorporates TSTF-140, except for the incorporation of the 
criterion in the Applicable Safety Analyses, as was described in DOD-6.
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44 NUREG 3.7.15 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures.  

B 3.7.15 All - The Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentration Bases discussions are revised 
to reflect unit specific design and analysis.  

B 3.7.17 Background, ASA, and LCO - The secondary specific activity Bases 
discussions are revised to reflect unit specific design and analysis. The ANO-1 

E-3II secondary activity limit is based on a consideration of the activity in the mass released 
following a rupture of a steam generator tube, a steam line break outside the reactor 
building, and a loss of load incident. The Safety Evaluation for Amendment 2, dated 
May 9, 1975, states that the controlling accident to determine the allowable secondary 
coolant activity would be the rupture of a steam generator tube. The NUREG is based 
on the assumption that the secondary activity limit is based on the steam line break.  
The ITS 3.7.4 Bases has been revised to delete the NUREG characterization of the 
basis for the secondary activity limit and information from the CTS Bases has been 
incorporated in the ASA discussion. This change retains the current license basis.  
This change also incorporates TSTF-173.  

45 NUREG 3.7.16 Bases - Incorporates TSTF-210.  

46 ITS SR 3.7.5.6 - This change incorporates CTS 4.8.1.e.4 requirements to verify that 
feedwater is delivered to each steam generator using the electric motor-driven EFW 
pump. This SR is required to be performed on an 18 month Frequency as established 
in CTS 4.8. .e. The addition of this SR complements NUREG SR 3.7.5.5 in verifying 
that feedwater can actually be delivered to the steam generators. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.  

47 NUREG SR 3.7.5.5 and Bases - Incorporates TSTF-268.  

48 NUREG 3.7.6 and Bases - Incorporates TSTF-174.  

.- 14 49 NUREG-3.7.16 and Bases (ITS 3.7.15 and Bases) - Incorporates TSTF-255, Rev 1.  

50 NUREG 3.7.12 and Bases (ITS 3.7.11 and Bases) Condition B has been revised to also 
apply when both PRVS trains are inoperable. CTS 3.13.1 requires two independent 
circuits of the PRVS to be operable. If one circuit of PRVS is made or found to be 
inoperable for any reason, 3.13.2 allows operation during the succeeding seven days 
provided the other circuit is operable. Failure to meet the requirements of 3.13.1 or 
3.13.2 results in performing the actions of 3.13.3, which requires placing the reactor in 
the cold shutdown condition within 36 hours. NUREG 3.7.12 does not contain a 
Condition for both trains inoperable. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 would be invoked. The 
CTS for PRVS does not require entry into LCO 3.0.3 since actions are provided in 
CTS 3.13.3, which would result in placing the reactor in cold shutdown in 36 hours, 
similar to the shutdown requirements of LCO 3.0.3. This change is consistent with the 
current license basis.
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51 NUREG 3.7.1 Bases and NUREG 3.7.17 Bases - The term "AOO" is used in the 
GDCs, but the ANO-1 license basis is contingent upon discussion of "abnormalities" as 
defined and listed in SAR, Section 14.1. The ANO-1 SAR was written partially based 
on the guidance given in a "Guide to the Organization and Contents of Safety Analysis 
Reports" issued by the Atomic Energy Commission on June 30, 1966. This document 
discusses what transients or "abnormalities" should be considered for Core and Coolant 
Boundary Protection Analysis. Statements concerning the GDC criteria are modified in 
the ITS to reference the current license basis description in the Unit 1 SAR.  

52 NUREG SR 3.7.11.1 and Bases - NUREG SR 3.7.11.1 has been deleted. The ITS will 
retain the current testing requirements specified in CTS 4.10.1.a and CTS 4.10.1 .b.  
These surveillances were approved by the NRC for ANO-1 in a Safety Evaluation 
associated with Amendment 196 dated May 19, 1999. The ANO CREACS trains are 
not instrumented to an extent that would allow the specific requirement of NUREG SR 
3.7.11.1 to be adequately performed. Generic Letter 89-13, Enclosure 2, describes a 
program acceptable to the NRC for heat exchanger testing. Frequent regular 
maintenance of a heat exchanger in lieu of testing for degraded performance is provided 
as an acceptable alternative action acceptable to the NRC. Periodic maintenance was 
credited for the CREACS in the ANO response to GL 89-13. The current combination 
of monthly functional testing and 18 month flow verification, when combined with 
preventative maintenance activities is sufficient to ensure the availability of the 
CREACS. This change retains the current license basis.  

53 NUREG 3.7.16 Bases - This change provides unit specific revisions to discussions of 
design, analysis, or operational parameters or procedures.  

54. Incorporated TSTF-287, Rev. 5, with the following exceptions.  

TSTF-287 has been revised in ITS 3.7.11 to refer to plant specific terminology of the 
PRVS negative pressure boundary. In addition, according to SAR Section 6.5, the 
purpose of the PRVS is to collect and process potential reactor building penetration 
leakage to minimize environmental activity levels resulting from post-accident reactor 
building leaks. The system is not used to protect plant personnel from potential 
hazards such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemical, smoke, temperature and 
relative humidity, and physical security. The applicable GDCs have been revised to 
refer only to GDC 64, as GDCs 19 and 63 do not apply to the design of the PRVS.  
This change is consistent with the current license basis.  

TSTF-287 has not been incorporated in ITS 3.7.12 due to the plant specific design of 
the FHAVS, and the analytical basis for the FHAVS that recognizes that in the event 
the supply fan is inoperable, air will be made up through the non-insulated metal siding 
and through the door at the railroad track and up through the equipment hatch 
(SAR Table 9-24).
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09 55.  

56.  

- 57.

59. NUREG 3.7.8 and 3.7.9 Bases (ITS 3.7.7 and 3.7.8 Bases) - The CTS do not provide 
guidance on the Operability of the Service Water System (SWS) or Emergency Cooling 
Pond (ECP) during operation in MODE 5 and MODE 6. ANO has historically 
interpreted these systems to be support systems during operations in those conditions in 
which the CTS does not specifically require their Operability. The ITS incorporates a 
statement from the NUREG that states that in MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY 
requirements of the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) are determined by the systems it 
supports. This would appear to state that in MODES 5 and 6, that the UHS is 
considered to be support system. Incorporating this statement in the ITS for the ECP 
is not intended to result in the addition of any requirements above those specified in the 
CTS. In order to clarify this for the operator, the Applicability discussion has been 
revised by the addition of information concerning Operability in MODE 5 and MODE 
6. This additional information is consistent with guidance contained in Generic Letter 
91-18, "Information to Licensees Regarding Two New Inspection Manual Sections On 
Resolutions Of Degraded and Nonconforming Conditions And On Operability and with 
ANO interpretations of the CTS."

NUREG 3.7.10 and Bases (ITS 3.7.9 and Bases) - Revised to provide an LCO Note 
that one CREVS train shall be capable of automatic actuation.  

NUREG SR 3.7.10.3 and Bases (ITS SR 3.7.9.3 and Bases) - Revised to retain the 
CTS 4.10.2.d.2 wording the requires a verification that the Control Room 
automatically isolates and switches into a recirculation mode of operation..  

This is consistent with the ANO-1 current license basis, as discussed in DOC-A16.

ANO-1 3.7 DODs

Incorporated TSTF-340, Rev. 3. TSTF-340 has been revised to reflect the ANO-1 
specific design that consists of one turbine driven EFW pump and one motor driven 
EFW pump. These changes are editorial in nature.  

Incorporated TSTF-352, Rev 1.  

NUREG 3.7.8 Bases (ITS 3.7.7 Bases) - LCO discussion has been revised to 
incorporate a statement that for both SWS loops to be considered OPERABLE, the 
required SW pumps must be powered from independent essential buses, to provide 
redundant and independent flow paths. This change is consistent with the current 
license basis.  

NUREG 3.7.14 Bases (ITS 3.7.13) - Applicable Safety Analyses discussion has been 
revised to be consistent with the Applicable Safety Analyses discussion in the Bases for 
ITS 3.9.6, "Refueling Canal Water Level." Since the water level limits in both ITS 
3.9.6 and ITS 3.7.13 are based on the fuel handling accident, the same discussion 
should be incorporated in both Bases. This provides more consistency within the ITS 
Bases, and reduces the effort required to make changes to these Bases sections. This 
change is considered to be administrative in that it affects Bases information only, and 
provides greater consistency.

58.

02 60.
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MSSVs 
3.7.1

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) __ 

LCO 3.7.1 J S shall be OPERABLE1  ci n Ta .  

LC-u 3..3•1 71

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS 
-NOTE-

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.  
------------------------------- -----------------------------

One or more required 
MSSVs inoperable.

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS
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<INSERT 3.7-IA>

During main steam system hydrotesting in MODE 3, one MSSV is 
required to be OPERABLE on each main steam line with lift setpoints 
adjusted to allow testing.

ANO-1 ITS 5/01/2001INSERT



MSSVs 
3.7.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.71.1 --------- NOTE---------------
Only required to be Performed in MODES 1 

and 2.  

c equired MSSV lift setpoint ; In accordance 

3 in accordance with the with the 
riie Testing Program. Following Inservice 

testing, lift settings shall be within Testing 
S%.Program

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS 3.7-2



mssVs 
3.7.1
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MSIVs 3.7.2

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs)

LCO 3.7.2 

APPLICABILITY:

Two MSIVs shall be OPERABLE.

A P9"YI•1te

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. OnDe operable in A.1 Restore MSIlto hours 
MODE~ Z.OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODEý.•h ours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met.  

C. ---------NOTE --------- C.1 CloseMSIV. hours 
Separate Condition 
entry is allowed for AND 
each MSIV.  

C.2 Verify MSIV is Once per 7 days 
closed.  

One or more MSIVW 
inoperable in MODEr 

03.  

0. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE hours 

associated Completion 
Time of ConditionI O A 1~ 

)C not met. M 4 1

rz q,?.I 

mA 

q2-@ 

MAZ 

7.~' .  

J11aiýo
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MSIVs 3.7.2

------- -NOTE-E
Only required to be performed in MODES 1 
and 2.

-r). iZ-

mA
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3.7 PLANT SYSI 

3.7.3 (MainFe 

LCO 3.7.3 

APPLICABILITY:

M 90i s Fe&a-t /3oc* Vc~ Fr 

a'i-) loa'OJ e.w-fr~i~o ~/

MODES 1, 2 and xcept when. 1 [MjFSVsj-,o,-[MFCVs or 
aýssocia FCVs] arw os-ed and .?eacti v d1 or 
is ed by a c] d mianual vav

ACTIONS 

--- NOTE---

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each valve.  
--------------------------------------------- ---------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One in one or 7ALl Close or isolate • 72 ours 
more efow paths 
inoperable. AND 

A.2 Verify C M is Once per 7 days 
cl osed or isolated.  

B. One in one or B.1 ate ours 
.orte ow ppatns 

(P 

0 C Ilk B.2 Verify is Once per 7 days 
closed or olated.  

(continued) 

zjilpsfg- -3.7-7h>
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[ --- I <INSERT 3.7-7A> 

C. One Low Load Feedwater C. 1 Close or isolate Low Load 72 hours 
Control Valve in one or more Feedwater Control Valve.  
flow paths inoperable.  

C.2 Verify Low Load Once per 7 days 
Feedwater Control Valve is 
closed or isolated.

ANO-1 ITS
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<INSERT 3.7-8A>

SR 3.7.3.2 NOTE
1. Only required to be performed in 

MODES 1 and 2.  
2. Not required to be met when SG 

pressure is < 750 psig.

Verify that each MFIV, Main Feedwater 
Block Valve, Low Load Feedwater Control 
Valve, and Startup Feedwater Control 
Valve actuates to the isolation position on 
an actual or simulated actuation signal.

NA 

3.5.1.16 

18 months NA
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EFW System 3.7.5

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.5 Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System 

LCO 3.7.5 & iEFW trains shall be OPERABLE.  

----- -------------------- NOTE-- ----------------

Only one EFW train, which includes a motor driven pump, is 
required to be OPERABLE in MODE 4.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

One steam supply to 
turbine driven EFW 
pump inoperable.

A.1 Restore s 
to OPERABL status.

B. One EFW train B.1 Restor 
inoperableqfor OPERAB 
reasons other than 
Condition Ai in 
MODE 1, 2, or 3.  

ha7-1 

1nA,a e ;A /7o0F 3 

BWOG STS 1//wn ec/'. 3.7-11

7 days 
AND 

10 days from 
discovery of 
failure to 
meet the LCO

e EFW train to 72 hours 
LE status.  

AND 

10 days from 
rdiscovery of 

1failure to 
meet the LCO._

3 Lfq, �..  

-0

IA)
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EFW System 3.7.5

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED

C. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 

-4or BX not met.

-

D. •EFW trains 
inoperable in MODE 1, 
2, or 3.

AND 

C.2 Be in M

ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

ODE 3. 6 hours 

ODE 4. P18k hours

D. -------- NOTE --------
LCO 3.0.3 and all 
other LCO Required 
Actions requiring 
MODE changes are 
suspended until one 
EFW train is restored 
to OPERABLE status.  
---- --------------------

Initiate action to 
restore one EFW train 
to OPERABLE status.

Immedi ately

E. Required EFW train E.1 Initiate action to Immediately 

inoperable in MODE 4. restore EFW train to 
OPERABLE status.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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EFW System 3.7.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.5.1 Verify each EFW manual, power operated, and 31 days 
automatic valve in each water flow path and 
in both steam supply flow paths to the 
steam turbine driven pump, that is not 
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in 
position, is in the correct position.

SR 3.7.5.2

SR 3.7.5.3

---------------NOTE-- -----------
Not required to'be performed for the 
turbine driven jLump', until A24t hours 
after reaching psig in the steam 
generators.  

Verify the developed head of each EFW pump 
at the flow test point is greater than or 
equal to the required developed head.

=Not r red to b performeuntil1 [2 1ours aft "reaching/8001 9 
in he steam enerators e 

Not ýODE 4F

Verify each EFW automatic valve that is not 
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in 
position, actuates to the correct position 
on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

[3 days on 
$AGG~tEDT 
BA$

to " !; 9 +ea4,1 
C 5 

re. I, e 401 
ke'+ re-OV-1 

(18rmonths

4. f,, t 

NA 
/4q.i, F .e. e 

qI. e. I-
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EFW System 3.7.5

SNotbAlMOE41 --- - - -- - - - - - - -

Verify each EFW pump starts automatically 
on an actual or simulated actuation signal. 1'

SR 3.7.5.5 Verify proper alignment, rp EFW 
flow path b erifyingvalv r i 

alignmentm from the cndensatestorage 
tank to each steam generator. "( I 

fOaC. C, _Lrj~.~, ero

9 BA months

Prior to 
entering MODE 2 whenever 
has been in 
MODE 5 
> 30 days
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CST 
3.7.6

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.60ondensate Storage Tank (CST) 
A

The(F9 CST i shall
be Oal

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.1 

AND

Verify by 
administrative means 
OPERABILITY of backup 
water supply.

A.2 Rest 
to

4 hours 

AND 

Once per 
12 hours 
thereafter 

7 days

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 4 without hoursf" 
reliance on steam 
generator for heat 
removal.

3.q, z

3�Z..
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CST 3.7.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.6.1 Verify CST'M Tis : ,ýO- gal. 12 hours

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS 3.7-16
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SWS 3.7.C

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.fService Water 

LCO 3.74ý Two

System (SWS) 

SWS 4 shall

b3. 3PR E3.1) 

be OPERABLE. -3. 3. 1 (T-) 
3. 3.4-(Q)

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One SWS A.1 ------- NOTES -------
inoperab*e. 1 . Enter applicable 

Conditions and 
Required Actions 
of LCO 3.8.1, 
"AC Sources
Operating," for 

-e diesel 
generator made 
inoperable by 
SWS.  

2. Enter Applicable 
Conditions and 
Required Actions 
of LCO 3.4.6, 
"RCS Loops
MODE 4," for 
decay heat 
removal made 
inoperable by 
SWS.  

Restore SWS o 72 hours 
OPERABLE status.  

(continued)
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SWS 3.7.c

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Cornletion TimeoW Irto, AND 
not met.  

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.g 1 ----------------- NOTE 
Isolation of SWS flow to individual 
components does not render the SWS 
inoperable.  
------------------------------------------

Verify each SWS manual, power operated, and 31 days 
automatic valve in the flow path servicing 
safety related equipment, that is not 
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in 
position, is in the correct position.  

SR 3.7. 2 Verify each SWS automatic valve in the flow £18fmonths 
path that is not locked, sealed, or 
otherwise secured in position, actuates to 
the correct position on an actual or 
simulated actuation signal.  

SR 3.7 3 Verif SWS pump starts automatically [181 months 
on an actual or simulated actuation signal.
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3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 
3 .7 . ...mzr ýý - e•-- -

LCO 3.7& Thekshall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

SA. One or more coo g towers wit e 
cooli ower fan 
i rable.

A.1 Restore coolin er 
fan(s) to BLE 
stat

B. qured Action V1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours _associ ated Co deti on 
t"Time of Co ~wtion A AN 

2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

S 3.7.1- Veri ter level of is > ft_ 24 hours

7 days

2�Ii.2 

3,111Z

'Ž0 

q.,.�,i. I 
-. 3.11,1

(continued)
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3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.&&Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS)

LCO 3.7.t Two CREVS trains shall be OPERABLE.  

(/iS /rF 17T -23 A>---7 
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4,( n 

IDuring movement of iri e el assemblies,,]

5 ? 7vo CPV rriz £)~~ 

SSTopS ,,lle tvo 
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<INSERT 3.7-23A> 

-------------------- NOTES---------
1. The control room boundary may be opened intermittently under 

administrative controls.  

2. One CREVS train shall be capable of automatic actuation.  
S..-.-.-.-.----.-.---------------------.-.-------.-.-.--------------------
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CREVS 3.7.t

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.0. Operate each C train for[1 31 days 

3.0u ho• wit t heat ope Ing.  

-for s m withou~t heater) 
2( 

nu 

minutesed
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CREVS 3. 7.04

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.7.8.2 Perform required CREVS filter testing in 
accordance with thegVentilation Filter 
Testing Program (VFTP? 4 .  

i room iso so an actual or 
simul ate actua n signal.

SR 3.7.10. Verify one CREVS trAn can maintain 
positive pressu '1 •e• [0.125] in s water 
gauge relati to the adjacent real 
during tfOK[pressurization de of 
oper n at a flow rate 3 [3300] cfm.

Verifvthe system akeup flow rate is 
>Pg)and I (3OTcfm when supplying the 

t cantrol ro ith outside air.

FREQUENCY 

In accordance 
with the JVFTPX 

ýIX months

[18] months

309
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CREA~IýS

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS ( Z,; I 
3.7.5 Control Room Emergency Air System (CREAfCS) 

LCO 3.7.9 Two CREAI S trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES I, 2, 3, and 4, a 
uDurine movement of irg-TaiaidiFuel assembliesoj.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One CREAIKS train A.1 Restore CREA9CS train 30 days 

inoperable, to OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND 
not met in MODE 1, 2, 
3, or 4. B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met during 
movement of 
irradiated el 
assembliesfAf 
(WTu3V

C.1 PlaceOPERABLE 
CREA CS train in 
operation.

OR 

C.2 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.

3.9. 1. Z

Immediately

Immediately

(continued)
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CREA37S

Art""TAtM• Irnn÷ 4uimgav
4

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

"D. Two CREAKCS trains D.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
inoperable during irradiated fuel 

I movement of assemblies.  
irradiated fuel 
assembliesSEiý 

ýA'ERAT&ON-S.  

E. Two CREAK(CS trains E.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 
inoperable during 
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 
SR 3. . \.1 Veri each CREATCS try'n has the l1 month 

C bility to remoe he assumed -t load.

lo 0 /(Y jei 1 /0 ra+e oj

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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•VS 
3.7. r-

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS P R 

Ventilation System 

LCO 3.7.(@, Two VS trains shall be OPERABLE. -- 3- , 

APPLICABILITY: Mo , ,, -an 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One GVS train A.1 RestoreIVS train to 7 days 

inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

Required Action and S.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours PA 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AN 

•. . Be in MODE 5. 36 hours"•1, 

S... aviep;(,-veA - e l_ 6o-010 (3) 
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 5 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.2.1 Operate eachtvS train for-[_...Wcontin s 31 days q.II, 
ours e s ope ing orA or 

rWluf-1~s wittho• eater 6 k 15 minutes].  

SR 3.7.Q.2 Perform requir S filter testing in In accordance 

01 accordance with the4Ventilation Filter with the •VFTP q, 11, 1 

Testing Program (VFTP). LI, 11.Z 

q , 1,1
(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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3.7S

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.a.3 Verify each VS train actuates on an actual P84 months 
or simulated actuation signal.

.1.

SSR 3,.2.4 Ver one EVS trainan maintain a 
p ssure < [ ] inc s water gauge r ative 

o atmospheric p ssure during t [post 
accident] modd f operation at flow rate 
of _ [3000] m.

-4

[18] mont on 
a STAGG ED 
TEST SIS

4,
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3.7

3.7. tUF~ue1 'I% nti ntatiofl System (FJYS) 3 

LCO 3.. _______________ shall b: ý &oer+A

(continued)
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3$k~

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

.1 Suspend movement of 
io erable dur g irradiated fuel 
move OT radi ed assemblies in the 

~el bu di . %&t- d

COMPLETION TIME

Immediately

--- S (continued) 
WS. o&C.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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C 1-5

iFu1e • Pool W L

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7. uel( Pool Water Level 

LCO 3.7t• The fuel storage pool water level shall be ý 23 ft over the 
top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the storage 
racks.

AI/A

APPLICABILITY: irradiated fuel assemblies inf

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. duel( ý pool A.1 - --------NOTE------
water e-ve not within LCO 3.0.3 is not 
limit, applicable.  

Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in fuel 

_ _ _ _ ~ pool .  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.14.1 Verify theiedD($pool water level is 7 days 
Ž 23 ft above the top of irradiated fuel 
assemblies seated in the storage racks.

Rev 1, 04/07/95

During movement of <jj• pool.
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Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentratio. 7 

3.

/3.7 • SYSTEMS 

3.7. "Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentration

LCO 3.7.0• The s•nt fuel pool boron concentration shall be 
kppm.

APPLICABILITY: When fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel pool and a 
spent fuel pool verification has not been performed 
since the last movement of fuel assemblies in the spent 
fuel pool.

A. Spent fuel pool boron 
concentration not 
within limit.

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS
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Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentratiom 
3.7).M

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.j -1 Verify the spent fuel o boron 7 days 
concentration is 

- iI a i

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Spent FuelAQsgsBmbly! Storage 
-4--3.7

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS r j 

3.7.f Spent Fuel Storage 

LCO 3.7.W The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each 
efuel astl e int r egion 21 shall be within the 

eptable Z V- of Figure 3.7.1-1 or in 
accordance ci Ica ion 4.3.1.1

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in/Region 2j'of the 
spent fuel pool.

A LUIT,•1 '•

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Requirements of the A.1 ---------NOTE --------

LCO not met. LCO 3.0.3 is not 
applicable.  

Initiate action to Immediately 
move the noncomplying 
fuel assembly from 
lRegion 2 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.V1 Verify by administrative means the initial Prior to 
enrichment and burnup of the fuel assembly storing the 

is in accordance with Figure 3.7. -1 or fuel assembly 
Specification 4.3.1.1. in Region I

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS
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Figure 3.7.11 (page 1 of 1) 
Bumup versus Enrichment Curve for 

Spent Fuel Storage Racks

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Secondary Specific Activit• 
3.7•

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.U Secondary Specific Activity

LCO 3.7.1 The- ific activity of the secondary coolant shall be 
< A p Ci/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Specific activity not A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 

within limit.  
AND 

A.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7..I? Verify the specific acti*t of the • days 
secondary coolant is 5 O•_. Ci/gm DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS
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3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.18 Steam General

LCO 3.7.18 !r level of each steam generator shall b/less than or 
il to the maximum water level shown infigure 3.7.18-1.

Water level in one or 
more steam generators 
greater than maximum 
water level in 
Figure 3.7.18-1.

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met.

Ssteam 
or level to

SR 3.7.18.1 
/.

Verify steam generator water 
within limits.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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MSSVs B 3.7.1

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) 

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the MSSVs is to provide overpressure 

protection for the secondary system. The MSSVs also provide 

protection against overpressurizing the reactor coolant 

pressure boundary (RCPB) by providing a heat sink for 

removal of energy from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) if 

the preferred heat sink, provided by the Condenser and 

r Circulating Water System, is not available.  

MSSVs are located on each main steam eader, outside 

upstream of the main steam isolation valves, as 
descrie in the (OSRS ecin-(• (Ref. 1). The MS SV 

e' te requirementso h 
ECode, Section . The MSSV desihn includes t 

ostaaer d sew oin 'An-lri..-e• 

is an*h" ;o7~tha nythe needed number o va ye wil actuate. Staggered setpoints reduce the potential for valv Th' e h 

fuly oenvalve Cohatteing (e f a Thent s es su ret 

fully actu~at e. Sagrds ongs aeuc t h roentac o

The design basis of the MSSVs.rnI 
j;Et•-g@r § is to limit secondary ssstem Or, < 110% 

o1 design pressure when Rassing of design steam flowe
9

na et•fn'is•dela•y •an icip 

-- Z.•. .. I .... oa€ r aL~ident c4'~nsider{K in •he~

Lossn of the f f ol 1 owi events: 

Loss of bA(~qh~~ t

(continued)
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MSSVs B 3.7.1

BASES 

APPLICABLE (•oL• n e 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued) Steam enerator tube rupture; and 

Q •;'OI5 'e MSSVs satisfy Criterion 3 of @0 

LCO The MSSVs are a to prevent /, 
Se•_c.A_ • overpressurization as discussed in the Applicable Sa 

{, " , Analysis section of these Bases. The LCO requires f t SSVs 

to be OPERABLE to ensure compliance with the ASME Code 21S-VS /T- CTre iowin DBAs initiated at full power. Operation with less 
than complement of MSSVs requireo-limitationf on unit 

THERMAL POWER and adjustment of the Reactor Protection 
S Sstem RPS trip setpoinrV. This effectively limits the 

~r 0 aýuMe'in Steam ystem steam flowtwhile the MSSV relieving 
t/capacity is reduced due to valve inoperability. To be 

OPERABLE, lift s.t ints must remain within l imi.ts) 
Saccord' t .1- e 

The MU=+;Ttthe MSSys is •t 

oper,ýý Ma-stw J: 0re leve steam generator 
ove ressure, and reseat when pressure has been reduced.  
SOPERABILITY of the MSSVs E erm periodic 

surveillance testing in accordance iiith the Inservice < WSE-PT Testing Program.  

B3 , The lift setting _ co ab 1 .•.n tK ®_ 
anyý correspond to ambient conditions of the 

vaye at nominal operating temperature and pressure.  

This LCO provides assurance that the MSSVs w ill perform the 

T' design safety functi , o , Jo JaTe Tne .- sequenleOT' 
],/- ac _ rrs thj-TlOrezF in a 1eno Ir,'F RCPBI ! 

APPLICABILITY beI E 1 aboS Vs r 
Zg MM'rtrjruie toe0PRWLE mus e wIn thst ý' 

• e~qion/'accordinjt Fg 3..•- w pth

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-2A>

The full power turbine trip coincident with a loss of condensate heat sink establishes the required 
MSSV relief capacity (Ref. 4).  

<INSERT B3.7-2B> 

The minimum number of OPERABLE MSSVs per steam generator for various power levels and the 
associated maximum allowable nuclear overpower trip setpoint are identified in Table 3.7.1-1.  

<INSERT B3.7-2C> 

With all MSSVs OPERABLE, at least one MSSV per steam generator is set at 1050 psig nominal, 
while the remaining MSSVs per steam generator are set at varied pressures up to and including 
1100 psig nominal.  

<INSERT B3.7-2D> 

The LCO is modified by a Note that allows all but one MSSV on each main steam header to be 
gagged and the setpoints for the two (one on each header) OPERABLE MSSVs to be reset for the 
duration of hydrotesting in MODE 3. This is necessary to allow the hydrotest pressure to be attained.  

<INSERT B3.7-2E> 

In MODE 3, the MSSVs satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



MSSVs 
B 3.7.1

BASES 

APPLICABILITY a rIn MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
(continued) MSSVs are requ Le 6 ..  

In MODES 4 and 5, there is no credible transien requiring M 

the MSSVs.  

The steam generators are not normally used for heat al 
in MODES 5 and 6, and thus cannot be overpressurizad .Jhere> e0; 

is no requirement for the MSSVs to be OPERABLE in ' es 
MODES.  

ACTIONS The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that 
separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.  

6? rIe 37J An alternative to restoring the inoperable MSSV(s) to 
aOPERABLE status is to reduce power so that the available 

\m es " ' MSSV relieving capacity meets ASME Code requirements for the 
power level. Operation may continue, provided the ALLOWABLE 
THERMAL POWER and RPS nuclear overpower trip setpoint are 

reducethe following formulas: 

RP = X 100% 

and 

S Y x 

where: 

W = Nuclear overpower trip setpoint for four pump 
operation as specified in LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor 
Protection System (RPS)"; 

Y = Total OPERABLE MSSV relieving capacity per steam 
generator based on a summation of individual 
OPERABLE MSSV relief capacities per steam 
generator_ capacinued 

•--••--_ -'------•-(ontinued)

BWOG STS 
B 3.7-3 

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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MSSVs B 3.7.1

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) 

Z Required relieving capacity per steam generator 
of o m 

RP Re power requirement (not to exceed RTP); 
and 

SP = Nuclear overpower trip setpoint (not to exceed 
W).  

Thesons A graphia ly represeyrted in 
d the a rh ýFigr1 3.77. - inathee a ompanying lop OpraJ on. isi•-, 

•r•,trctd the ar~e• n and to •he riqt• le • t• ,L 

The oper or sho d imit e maxi steady ta p r 
:\lve•-•6soeAlue slig. y•voa*n 

,tvert.,t._..<,r..t 

The 4 hour Completion Time for Required Action A.1 is a 

reasonable time period to reduce power level and is based on 

the low probability of an event occurring during this period 

that would require activation of the MSSVs. An additional 
Z hours is allowed in Required Action A.2 to reduce the 

set loinj in ecogni *on of ýkt di ulty ofrese /of i'na/f thi st r ip 1) ction~ithin Vp•erio 0 i 

ý-4 o'.The Completion Time of hoursý for Re ui 

, a eerec4 Action A.2 is based onfoperating experience in resetting all 

¶St. }•w~�9'c ofanne s of a protective functi Wand on the low probability 

- f t heof the occurrence of a transient that could result in steam 
fer 'I••') gen.erator overpressure during this period.  

c 4 a 1B . 1 a n d B . 2 
.A A d "t rl O s4 

hone or more dSSVso ino tabe ap Teor-ation bthis 

status, t e uians t at least MOd 3 wti 

steam h erator ardRABLE, i 4 within 12 hm T a d'eetlift ing range, . "c perfor ed 

Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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MSSVs 
B 3.7.1

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued) 

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1 
REQUIREMENTS This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the MSSVs by the 

verification of(jý MSSV lift setpoirin accordance with 
the Inservice Testing Program. The &, Sec--u 

re -dt;safety and relief valve tests C01'C 

frmed in accordance with ANSI/ASME OM-1-1987 (Ref.  
G•v• A t.g•:•-i tlR4, •nce ,the following a _:tL9FreWP 

for MSSVs: 

a. Visual examination; 

b. Seat tightness determination; 

c. Setpoint pressure determination (lift setting); 

d. Compliance with owner's seat tightness criteria; and 

e. Verification of the balancing device integrity _ 
on balanced valves.  

The ANSI/ASME Standard requires the testing of all valves 
every 5 years, with a minim of 20% of the valves tested 
ever 24 months. Referenca provides the activities and 

1A K re------es necessary to satisfy the requirements CL 

r i allowss±ry ýt3% setpoint tolerance&& ýD 
the vTaves are reset to ± 1% during 

, 11 K11 refthe urveillance to allow for drift.  

S•-ST'Pro~r~u'% This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into and 
operation in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. The MSSVs 
may be either bench tested or tested in situ at hot 
conditions using an assist device to simulate lift pressure.  
If the MSSVs are not tested at hot conditions, the lift 
setting pressure shall be corrected to ambient conditions of 
the valve at operating temperature and pressure.  

(continued)
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MSSVs B 3.7.1

BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES 1. ASAR, Section 

2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, 

Article NC-7000, Class 2 Components.  

3. 'ANA M 

] an re a ci 

/ f ~ ANSI/ASME OM.-1-1987.

S/% 9fcb�r�. �,IeJ Oe/o.b�r �

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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MSIVs B 3.7.2

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs)

BACKGROUND The MSIVs isolate steam flow fr m the secondary side of the 

steam generators following a ne y line break (!OD 
MSIV closure terminates flow from the unaffected (intact) 
steam generator.

eJ, r

.e MSIV is located in each main steam line outside of, but 
close to,'--o n• . The MSIVs are downstream from the 

main steam safety valves (MSSVs) and emergency feedwater 
pump turbine's steam supply to prevent their being isolated 

from the steam generators by MSIV closure. Closing the 
MSIVs isolates each steam generator from the other, and 
isolates the turbine, Turbine Bypass System, and other 
auxiliary steam suppls fromth team ener ors.

A de iptio]4 the MSIVs 's found in e FSAR, 0I ý3] (R ýef. I) io.

IEnbasis of the MSIVs established by the 
anal sis for the Iairsteam line break (E 

co~t5vl u~l, as discusi•-n theOSAR, Section

-t e SV7,e 7.0/ e limiting cas for th ontainm t analyss is th SLB 
Iti ining 

insidVcontain nt with loss o ofst ywer fol owint 

g erator close. At 100% P, the s learm gen ator 
nvntore and tnemyrature e at thei maximu , maxim ng 

the ma and en y rele e to theontainm t.

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-7A>

as described in LCO 3.3.11, "Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) System 
Instrumentation." The EFIC System is designed to prevent the simultaneous blowdown of both 
steam generators.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



MSIVs B 3.7.2

BASES 

APPLICABLE Due to verse f ow, failure the MSIV to close 

SAFETY ANALYSES contr s to he total re ase of the a itional m s and / cot thuthee4V 

(continued) ene y i t steam header downstream o the otherHSIV.  
o er fail- 1es consider are the fail e of a ma/ 

eedwat isolation va e to close, t d failure if an 

emer ator HEDG) to tart.  

Sa_,2(i ns.t MAIfferez -accep/ ah IVislimtnBo 

tA /^r •,'/;;JI£' outside upstream of the MSIV is limiting for 

offsite dose, although a break in this short section of main 

steam header has a very low probability. The c1aý SLB 

c m at full power is the limitin case for a 
nost trio) return to gower SThqeana y~is-in-clji-es s, nari •s/ 

('wimrfoff te powdr avani]ile •nd with a lose'of o 

croISwer n~lwinf' turbin• triIl./W' with -off-site power available, 

the reactor coolant pumps continue to circulate coolant 

through the steam generators, maximizing the Reactor Coolant 
System (RCS) cooldown.i 41 a o• of oVA-site p, wer, t• 

0e -of- miga 9 ý-s ftems, •uch as/he Hi• Press •re 

ý•nj •tion l•) •-te- /umps, . s dela vd. Sj' nifica• 

(V elose f *ure con dered cdude ilure an MS to.  

r~c M Is 1ev aj n D 

e MSIVs serve only a safety functionýVand remain open 

durin ower o eration. hese va s opera e, un erW e-ý-, 
ollowin tuations: 

a. A, n HELB, an SLB, o main feedwater line br s 

(FWLBs), insid ontainment. In order. maximize the \ 
mass and engy release into the ainment, the 

analysisissumes the MSIV in affected steam __ 

generhr remains open. F his scenario, ste is 

intefdom b)oth steam erators 
41t cour f h IV in the intact .st e-• 

generator occurs- •fter MSIV closure, j am__is .  
discharged i onanent only fro tIe affected 

steam gen o ndfo he resi• steam in the .  

man a ede ontem o F•de closed MSIV in the 

ict loop.,F 

(continued)
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MSIVs 
B 3.7.2 

BASES 

APPLICABLE b. An SLB _ side of contai nt and upstreAme from the 

SAFETY ANALYSES MSIVs s not a contain7 nt pressurizatxtn concern.  

(continued) TheKuncontrolled blo own of more tp4n one steam 
nerator must be evented to lWmit the potential for 

uncontrolled RC• •ooldown and positive reactivity 
addition. Cl ure of the MStVs isolates the brezi and 

limits the owdown to a sAzhgle steam generato¥.  

c. A brea downstream of the mSIVs will be isolated by 
the osure of the )4SIVs. Events such,-as increased 
s am flow t ,fthe turbine or the steam bypass 

/valves will alFo terminate on closing the MSIVs.  

Following y'steam generatorui'be rupture, closu.e of 

the MSIV/isL.ates the ruptured steam genera'r from 

the in~tct steam generattr. In addition ýu minimizing 

radological releases, this enables the,.6perator to 

maiintain the pressure of the steam erlerator with th," 
,,ruptured tube below the MSIVs sepoints, a necess'ry 

step toward isolating flow thr.d<h the rupturey, 

The MSI-Ts are also utili;'d during other-events such 
as arr FWLB.  

Ifl MIt AJ) he MSIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of 

LCO This LC0 rewuires that he MSIV in seam l ine(be 

OPERABLE. MSI consideredlPEMRABL the 

isolation tim within limits and the l:c-Fose on 

isolation actuation signal 4trIVfU 

This LCO provides assurance that the MSIVs will perform their desi n safety function t •a tec ;er 

acc' nts tha cou d r~lt in si;7xps s !c on~r ae e 

o h 0 1 00 1li~ts (Ref 4.  

APPLICABILITY The MSIVs must be OPERABLE i l~~in I::2,' and S TheMSIVs must be OPERABLE4i~n 

Ma = -when there i ignificant mass and 

ener in t e RCS and steam enera o ere o, e M 

mus PERA L I ose . W e MSIV re cos , the 

alread, orming t fety f.c
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<INSERT B3.7-9A> 

In MODE 3, the MSIVs satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.
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MSIVs B 3.7.2

BASES

APPLICABILITY 
(continued)

In MODE 4, the steam generator energy is low. Therefore, 
the MSIVs are not required to be OPERABLE.

In MODES 5 and 6, the s

With one(ý inoperable in MODE F, action must be taken to 

restore the component to OPER•ABLE status within be t hours.  

,_...._.•..Se repairs can be made to the MSIV with the uni hot. The 

Z4 hour Completion Time is reasonable, considering the 

probability of an accident that would require actuation of 

the MSIVs occurring during this time interval. urbie 

-vavailable to provide ] - u - isolati onf 

or postulate accidents. • e 

e hour, Compl tion Time is/'reater than' at normaly 

al ed for con tnment isoT on valves b ause the MS Vs 

e valves th isolate a osed system netrating 7 
containment These valv differ froyother conta'ment / 

-1/A /• isolatio alves in th the closed 4ystem provi s ann 

[additial means for ntainment i4olation.

____r____ _-to BL tus 

must be placed in MODE 
Is within the next hours 
Sreasonable, based on operating 

SMODE .

C.1 and C.? 

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each MSIV.  

Since the MSIVs are required to be OPERABLE in MODE0 
0 3, the inoperable MSIVýjmay either be restored to

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-10A>

The main steam and feedwater systems do not provide a direct path from the reactor building 
atmosphere to the environment. Therefore, the Completion Time is reasonable, and provides for 
diagnosis and repair of many MSIV problems, thereby avoiding unnecessary shutdown.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



MSIVs 
B 3.7.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued) 

OPERABLE status or closed. When closed, the MSIVs are 

already in the position required by the assumptions in the 

safety analysis.  

:r cI?7' TiW hour pleti ime is istent that al wed'i 
, J '• -- onditi A.  

Inoperable MSIVs that cannot be restored to OPERABLE status 

within the specified Completion Time, but are closed, must 

be verified on a periodic basis to be closed. This is 

necessary to ensure that the assumptions in the safety 

analysis remain valid. The 7 day Completion Time is 
reasonable se n me i nenq dj d m > in view of MSIV eohfr 

status indications available in the control room, and other 

administrative controls, to ensure these valves are in the 
closed position.

in a MODE in which the LCO does not aply. To achieve 
status the unit must be placed de -'it 
our'd in MODE 4'within hours e al owed / 

Completion TimelD. reasonabli, based on operating 
ei nce, to-reach the required unit conditions from 

MUUZconditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-11A>

The main steam and feedwater systems do not provide a direct path from the reactor building 
atmosphere to the environment. Therefore, the Completion Time is reasonable, and provides for 
diagnosis and repair of many MSIV problems, thereby avoiding unnecessary shutdown.
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MSIVs B 3.7.2 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.2.1 (continued) 

�t Cionl XI (R . 5) requ ments dur 
• ration in ES I and

The Frequency for this SR is in accordance with the 

XInservice Testing Pro ram* r P] months .ie 8] mnhA 

requenuy to emorsra e e v ve closure ime is bas d on 
the r uelng cy" e. Operati experience as shown Ihat j 

thes component usually pas the Surveil ance'when 

per rmed at t 4181 month requency. . erefore, e 

Fr uency isýtcceptable fr. a reliabili y standpo t.  

n in ODE 3, with the unit at o erating 
,ý aThis test is conducted inMOE wtthunta 

temperature and pressur suas eo n eT•nce'

Fel iCsin Q u?-ireu s. eýhis SR is modified by a Note that 

•ows entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior to 

performing the SR. This allows delaying testing until 

MODE 3 in order to establish conditions consistent with 

hose under which the acceptance criterion was generated.

REFERENCES

t

,eA,

OS~ SA R, Section Z ý 

2 OSAR, on e Section 

ffX ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

'3 0CFk V/O4

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B3.7-12A>

SR 3.7.2.2 

This SR verifies that each MSIV can close on an actual or simulated actuation signal. This 
Surveillance is normally performed upon returning the unit to operation following a refueling outage.  
The Frequency of MSIV testing is every 18 months. The 18 month Frequency for testing is based on 
the refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that these components usually pass the 
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, this Frequency is acceptable 
from a reliability standpoint.  

This SR is modified by two Notes. The first Note allows entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior to 
performing the SR. This allows delaying testing until MODE 3 in order to establish conditions 
consistent with those under which the acceptance criterion was established.  

SR 3.7.2.2 is also modified by a second Note which indicates that the automatic closure capability is 
not required to be met when SG pressure is < 750 psig. At < 750 psig, the main steam line isolation 
Function of EFIC may be disabled to prevent automatic actuation on low steam generator pressure 
during a unit shutdown.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



3.7 F 

3.7.3

F , 4c* el B I oc k 1,/1 heS, 

M. ~an cia FC 

PLANT SYSTEMS 
v 

Feewaer'ý`ve A~j~~mFeedw Contra lyleC 
9 ~(Man eewatr y wte r01 ValveSC

BASES

BACKGROUND The main feedwater isolation valves rlvs -r 1 .joci-I 

Wene 'con of tRdFSVSr"MP;Vs, -Tb-e SFCV.;•.Tmhje o 4a ffeecwater t i flowato the seconadary 

sof te r the steam ginerators erthi iene • . C ure of t he/MFIVs terminates flo~wto botn 

mass and en rg , terminatis f the L ent for fee •wak ter 
Lbreak FWLBs occurringm astreamdp the MFIVc dw Thefecs 
cone quence, sf eventsh M s ca inaofn the main steym in the fe water l~neý'downstram of the MFIVs ilk__ 
mitigated bv their closure olsing teMFs< 

[•.••--TT.•~s•, w-•ef-fectively terminates the' addition 

of feedwater to an affected steam generator, limiting the 

mass and energy release for steam line breaks (SLBs) or 

FWLBs inside containment and reducing the cooldown effects 

for SLBs.  

The MFIVs close on receipt of a n wa o•"' -

gen r e o m e •fator/feqwej;• r dif ff al 

'E3 •,1- 3A sr The MFIs can also be closed manually.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B3.7-13A>

as described in LCO 3.3.11, "Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) System 
- Instrumentation." EFIC maintains the Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and Startup 

Feedwater Control Valves closed by sending a signal to the Rapid Feedwater Reduction 
(RFR) circuit of the Integrated Control System (ICS). The Main Feedwater Block Valves 
are independently closed by a signal from the Reactor Protection System (RPS) upon a 
reactor trip.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



,,, 5t•.- e L. ,aJ'f &" tto).... ,/ 5,, ' 

,MF - and ci at , B ,-
B 3.7.3

APPLICABLE (ana'yy X and ex ss feedwa$,.tr event u pn the r~eipt of w" 
SAFETY ANALYSES generat water l 4l high s nal.  

(continued) Failure of an MFIV to close following an SL Y 

venAVVEWC-F MP I-r j: rcan result in additional mass.4 
being d ivered to t am e n ting 

o cooldown. is ai re also r ults in aýO tiona*ass 
an e s fr iowing aj SLB or FWkS even•._ 
•~~he MFIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of tio 1•CH p ý~s e n 

<This LCO ensures that the MFI~ j will isolate MFW flow to the 
_______+ l ~n~

23

steam generators following 
break. • IT93 't -o a e nr

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-14A> 

i In MODE 3, the MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater Control Valves 
and Startup Feedwater Control Valves satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

With the exception of the MFIVs, the valves are non-Q and powered from non-vital 
sources. This is acceptable when crediting feedwater isolation during a SLB since off-site 
power is assumed to remain available during this event.
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0 /f1Fv~. fJ?.1l~t1' i 
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* , , an ci 

B 3.7.3/ 
/ 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 4, 5, and 6. steam 2enerator energ is l~ow."are 

(continued) Therefore, ther ja- ed: are 

not required for isolation of potential high energy 
secondary system pipe breaks in these MODES.  

ACTIONS The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that 
separate Condition entry is allowed for each valve.  

A.I and A.2 

With one - in one or more flow paths inoperable, action 

must be en to restore the affected valves to OPERABLE 

status, or to clo e or isolate inoperable affected valves 

within([; 72?ohours. When these valves are closed or 

isolate ,--they are performing their required safety 
function.  

For units itti only one IV per feedwater'Ji ne: The 
ho Completion - e is reasonable ,close the MFIV;o 

its ssociated byps valve which in €des performing a/ 
c trolled unit utdown to MODE 2,7The Completion Tje is 

k easonable, Wsed on operatingo•perience, to reacnODE 2 

from fullolmSwer conditions with the MFIVs closed4,in an 
orderly,.manner and-withuchallenging unit ssems.  

. The,?j2?rhour Completion Time takes into account the 

evid 4-t ce33 redundancy afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves and the 
, e , low probability of an event occurring during this time 

Soo 1A-e period that would require isolation of the MFW flow paths.  

The 72 our Completion Time is reasonableC eý 

Inoperable I that are closed or isolated, must be 

verified on a pe basis that they are closed or 

isolated. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions 
in the safety analysis r in valid. The 7 day Completion 
Time is reasonable as L i u eneo in v i"ew 

of valve status indications available in the control room, 

and other administrative controls, to ensure that these 
valves are closed or isolated.  

(continued)
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BASES

MCTIONS B.I and B.2 ,,j j-' ock value 

(continued) With one in one or more flow paths inoperable, action 

must be ta en to restore the affected valves to OPERABLE 

status,, r--t close or isolate inoperable affected valves 

withiný 72r1iours. When these valves are closed or 

isolate, they are performing their required safety 

function.  

F•or nits with nly one MFIV peri -eedwater line: /e 

hour Com etion Time is r sonable, based on perating 

experience to close the MF or its associate ypass 

Thef2;2•`hour Completion Time takes into account the 

redundancy afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves and the 

low probability of an event occurring during this time 

period that would require isolation of the MFW flow paths.  

Inoperable Fs that are closed or isolated must be 

/ 1 7verified on periodic basis that they are closed or 

FjiV;•', / isolated. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions 

in the safety analysis remain valid. The 7 daComp.letion 

Time is reasonabliun view eive 

of valve status indications available in the control room, 

and other administrative controls, to ensure that these 

valves are closed or isolated.

C.1 and C-2 F•d eF x, 

ýRT- • oneWith S in one or more flow paths inoperable, action 

must be taSen to restore the affected valves to OPERABLE 

status, clo e or isolate inoperable affected valves 

withinn d.r72rhours. When these valves are closed or 

isolated, they are performing their required safety 
function.  
SFor uniý th only one MFl ý r feedwater 1 iine:,.i-fhe 

[8]� �r� Completion Timeis reasonable, base n opera g 
erience, to close MFIV or its assoited bypass 

valve.  

The 62(hour Completion Time takes into account the 

redundancy afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves and the 

(continued)

A
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<INSERT B3.7-16A> 

With one Low Load Feedwater Control Valve in one or more flow paths inoperable, 
action must be taken to restore the affected valves to OPERABLE status, or to 
close or isolate inoperable affected valves within 72 hours. When these valves are 
closed or isolated, they are performing their required safety function.  

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy afforded by the 
remaining OPERABLE associated MFIV and the low probability of an event 
occurring during this time period that would require isolation of the MFW flow paths.  

Inoperable Low Load Feedwater Control Valves that are closed or isolated must be 
verified on a periodic basis that they are closed or isolated. This is necessary to 
ensure that the assumptions in the safety analysis remain valid. The 7 day 
Completion Time is reasonable in view of valve status indications available in the 
control room, and other administrative controls, to ensure that these valves are 
closed or isolated.  

D.1 and D.2

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



I Lt'k)1 d e""' 

BASES 

ACTIONS " (continued) 

low probability of an event occurring during this time 

period that would require isolation of the MFW flow paths.  

rnopeferable that are closed or isolated must be 

verified on a periodic basis that they are closed or 

S/! isolated. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions 

in the safety analysi sremain valid. The 7 da ompletion 
Time is reasonabl ui_ Td -n *din view 

of valve status indications available in the control room, 

and other administrative controls, to ensure that these 
valves are closed or isolated.  

With two inoperable valves in the same flow path there may 
MO; Ab (Ad' e no redundant omaticall and- rform 

the required safety function. Although the o W _ Dcan 

be isolated with the failure to two valves in parallel in 

the same flow path, the double failure can be an indication 

of a common mode failure in the valves of this flow path and 

as such is treated the same as a loss of the isolation 

capability of this flow path. Under these conditions, 

affected valves in each flow path must be restored to 

OPERABLE status, or the affected flow path isolated within 

8 hours. The 8 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on 

operating experience, to close the MFIV or otherwise isolate 

the affected flow path.  

suirea A ik&.ýs M4assvc"5L Ae COY-f OAS, rI lvte+3 
If the 5v t LMILY , ani associa# t V1•no e 

t ;o . ted Co Oooetion •mel the unit must oe in a ,UUE 

in w ic e LC es not ap y. To achieve this status, 

the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours 

and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times 

are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 

required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 

orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

(continued)
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Lees L~wc: feejqP&- CpZwiito I Valviesad

H®
BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SH 3.7.3.1

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into and 
operation in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR.

The Frequency for this SR is in accordance with-th 
•frnservice Testing Prograwr(18] montys] The Irequency 

C6 [A]months f"vae osre times based on te 

\ref•(eling~ ~ yce Oprtgeprienc/ has shown ta thseJ 

•c)ponen ts us u ly pasV e Su rve illa1ncse when per/ormed ;It 

. te ([18] montF Frequenc 
u

REFERENCES 1. TSAR, Section 

2. ýASMEi oiler and Pr sure Veswi Code,

�5O.3�
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<INSERT B3.7-18A>

This SR verifies that each MFIV, Main Feedwater Block Valve, Low Load Feedwater Control Valve 
and Startup Feedwater Control Valve can close on an actual or simulated actuation signal. This 
Surveillance is normally performed upon returning the unit to operation following a refueling outage.  

The Frequency for this SR is every 18 months. The 18 month Frequency for testing is based on the 
refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that these components usually pass the 
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, this Frequency is acceptable 
from a reliability standpoint.  

This SR is modified by two Notes. The first Note allows entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior to 
performing the SR. This allows delaying testing until MODE 3 in order to establish conditions 
consistent with those under which the acceptance criterion was established.  

SR 3.7.3.2 is also modified by a second Note which indicates that the automatic closure capability is 
not required to be met when the steam generator pressure is < 750 psig. At < 750 psig, the main 
steam line isolation Function of EFIC may be disabled to prevent automatic actuation on low steam 
generator pressure during a unit shutdown.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3 .4 Atmospheric Venýtalves (AVVs) 

AS ES 

c 
av

/ 
BACKGROUND 

/i // 

/ /

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY AN YSES

The AVVs provide a method for cool' g the unit to decay heat removal (OHR) entry conditions, s/lould the preferred heat 
sink via the Turbine Bypass Sys 'm to the condenser not be 
available, as discussed in the SAR, Section (10.3] 
(Ref. 1). This is done in c junction with the Emergency 
Feedwater System, providin cooling water from the 
condensate storage t ank ( T). The AVVs may also be 
required to meet the des gn cooldown rate during a normal 
cooldown when steam or sure drops too low for maintenance 
of a vacuum in the co enser to permit use of the Turbine 
Bypass System.  

The AVVs are provded with upstream block valves to permit 
their being tes d at power, and to provide an alternate 
means of isola ion.  

The AVVs ar equipped with pneumatic controllers/to permit 
control of the cooldown rate. / / /o 
The AVVs/are provided with a pressurized ga/supply of 
bottleq"nitrogen that, on loss of pressurei~n the normal 
instr~dment air supply, automatically supplies nitrogen to 
oper, te the AVVs. The nitrogen supply /s sized to provide 
su icient pressurized gas to operate he AVVs for the time 
r quired for Reactor Coolant System /RCS) cooldown to DHR 

ntry conditions. 
/ _ 

? A description of the AVVs is fo d in Reference 1.

The design basis of the A s is established by the / 
capability to cool the u it to MODE 3. The design rate/of 
[75]°F per hour is app cable for both steam generat ns, 
each with one AVV. T is rate is adequate to cool e unit 
to DHR entry condit* ns with only one AVV and on steam 
generator utilizin the cooling water supply a ilable in 
the CST. 1 / n ta 

In the acciden analysis presented in Refe ence I, the AVVs 
are assumed be used by the operator t cool down the unit

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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------ AVVs• 

BASES 
/ 

APPLICABLE to DE 3 for accidents accompanied by a loss of/offsite 

SAFETY ANALYSES p er. Prior to operator actions to cool dow /the unit, the 

(continued) Vs arand the main steam safety valves (MSSVs are assumed to 

0 eperate automatically to relieve steam an0imaintain the 

/steam generator's pressure and temperatu re below the design 
value. This is about 30 minutes follo ng initiation of an 
event; however, this may be less for.a steam generator tube 

rupture (SGTR) event. Some initiatthg events falling into 

this category are a main steam li" break upstream of the 

main steam isolation valves, a fiedwater line break, and an 

SGTR event (although the AVVs pn the affected steam 

generator may still be available following an SGTR event).  

For the recovery from an GTR event, the operator is also 

required to perform a l1 ited cooldown to establish adequate 

subcooling as a neces ry step to terminate the p-imary to ) 

secondary break flow/into the ruptured steam generator. Theh 

time required to t minate the primary to secondary break 

flow for an SGTR s more critical than the time required 

cool down to OH conditions for this event, and also for/, 

other acciden . Thus, the SGTR is the limiting event or 

the AVVs. TO-, number of AVVs required to be OPERABLVto 

satisfy the/SGTR accident analysis requirements depends upon 

the consi ration of any single failure assumpti 91s 
regardi the failure of one AVV to open on deVnd.  

SThe d sign must accommodate the single fail re of one AVV to 

ope on demand, thus each steam generator ust have at least 

on AVV. The AVVs are equipped with ma al block valves in 

e event an AVV spuriously fails ope or fails to close Y/d niur use. x 

SThe AVVs satisfy Criterion 3of e NRC Policy Statement.  

LCO ( Two] AVVs [lines per ste mgenerator] are required to be 

/ OPERABLE. Failure to me• the LCO can result in the 

inability to cool the it to DHR entry conditions following 

an event in which the ondenser is unavailable for use with 
the Steam Bypass Sy em.  

An AVV is consid ed OPERABLE when it is capable of 

providing a co rolled relief of the main steam flow, and is 

capable of fu y opening and closing on demand.  

(continued)
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VVs 
3.7.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILIT 

,/

Y In MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in MODE 4, when steam generator is 

,being relied upon for heat removal, the AVis are required to 
be OPERABLE. /

// In MODES 5 and 6, an SUTR is not a crsible event.

1' 

ACTIONS/" 

/ 

/ 
/

A._1
,/ 

Required Action A.1 is modif/led by a Note indicating that 
LCO 3.0.4 does not apply../ 

With one AVV [line) in erable, action must be taken to 
restore the inoper-Dl AVV to OPERABLE status. The 7 day 
Completion Time all, s for redundant capability afforded by 
the remaining OPER#BLE AVV and a nonsafety grade backup in 
the Steam Bypassystem and MSSVs.

B.. / 

With more t'han one AVV [line] inoperable, action musý be 

taken to/restore [all but one] AVV [lines) to OPERA9LE 
status./As the block valve can be closed to isolxe an AVV 
some rn'airs may be possible with the unit at p'w~er. The 
24 hor Completion Time is reasonable to repay-f inoperable 
AVV/Ilines], based on the availability of td Steam Bypass 

Sotem and MSSVs, and the low probability X an event 
occurring during this period that would -quire the AVV 

,"[l ines].  

C.1 and C.2 / 

If the AVV [lines] cannot be r stored to OPERABLE status 
within the associated Comple on Time, the unit must be 
placed in a MODE in which e LCO does not apply. To 

achieve this status, the nit must be placed in at least 
MODE 3 within 6 hours, d in MODE 4 within 18 hours, 
without reliance upon he steam generator for heat removal.  
The allowed Completi Times are reasonable, based on 

operating experien , to reach the required unit condition 

/ from full power c ditions in an orderly manner and withou 
challenging unit, systems.

7; 

/

t

-I

(continued)
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BASES (continuedZ) 

SIIRVFTIlLANCF SR 3.7.4.1 /

To perform a controlled cooldown of the RCS, the AVVs must 

be able to be opened either remote l,ýor locally and 

throttled through their full rangi. This SR ensures that 

the AVVs are tested through a/f'rll control cycle at least 

once per fuel cycle. Perfor:Mance of inservice testing or 

use of an AVV during a unXii cooldown may satisfy this 

requirement. Operatinoxperience has shown that these 

components usually p1 s the Surveillance when performed at 

the [18] month Fre ency. Therefore, the Frequency is 

acceptable from reliability standpoint.  

// 

SR 3.7.4.2/ /J 

The fuPBtion of the block valve is to isolate a failed open 

AVV.,7Cycling the block valve closed and open demonstrates 

its'ability to perform this function. Performance'of 

"inservice testing or use of the block valve durihg unit 

Scooldown may satisfy this requirement. Operating experience 

/ has shown that these components usually pass the 

Surveillance when performed at the [181,month Frequency.  

7 Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable'from a reliability 

standpoint. ,

RFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section [10.3 
/' y/ 

/4
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EFW System 
B 3.7.5 

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.5 Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The EFW System automatically supplies feedwater to the steam
generators to remove decay heat from the Reactor UooIanL 
System (RCS) upon the loss of normal feedwater sup21y. The 

EFýp-. takeýsuction a 

nfrom thi fcondensate storage tank (CST) 
""LC037.6 -Condensate Storage Tank (CST)"), and pump to 

the steam generator secondary side through the EFW nozzles.  

The awgt ____ a or core decay 
jheat 10ad is dissipated by releasing steam to the 

ýa--mosphere from the steam generators via the main steam 

safety Ialves (MSSVs) (LCO 3.7.1, "Main Steam Safe Valyes 

MSSVsilh , or atmos 4•ec rlese )v e 
["a s~ eri ent A l. SIf (th~emah Vi on enser 7iss 

2uvniI.h1P~ sltpam m~v he released via thre urbine._0ypass('7.1



EFW System B 3.7.5

BASES 

BACKGROUND The EFW Sy is desi to supply ient watýe 

(continued) cool t uneit to D ntr t i th c a r 
, sred t hrou •t~e.ADV s or co6ns~erj 

-, /ios e" M The EFW actuates automatically - low steam generator level, 

, .low steam genes~tor pressure, or loss of four reactor 
e•uic~es ~ coolant pumps_ <• 

ý The •.W_•ystem is discussed in the YFSAR, Sections 
(N6Cf'T •)f,-?AA7 and-__ (Refs. 1 and 2, respectively).  

APPLICABLE The EFW System _•P'gat-ese nce e 

SAFETY ANALYSES n roal feedqt• a

P7s jeq I /eessiI

k C3 t,

The design basis of the EFW System is to supply water to the 

steam generao remove decay heat and other residual heat 

by delivering-a least the minimum required flow rate to the 

steam generators at pressures corresponding to the lowest 
steam generator safety valve set pressure•.  

In addi ion, the EFW stem must supp enough mak water' 

to re ace steam erator secondar inventory b i g lost asi 

ste as the un cool to MODE 4 onditions. ufficient 
E flow mustt so be availabl o account flow lossel• 

uch as pum 'recirculation a line break 

The 11 ing Design Basj Accidents As) and trans ents 
for ~e EFW System a as follows: 

Feedwater ne break (FW .; and 

b. Loss main feedwa 

In a ition, the min' um available EFW ow and sys m 
C acteristics ar serious consider ions in the alysis 

a small.break oss of coolant

ýsign is such that it can perform its 
a )oss otzne turbine qv-Tven main" 
VFWLS combined wit• a loss o~noi

SecJ,, , •Xhe EFW System satisfies Criterion 3 of R 
.,14V &*s a re- re4 , -ý ____D ,_____u,__.__" 

- ------- (continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B3.7-24A> 

as described in LCO 3.3.11, "Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) System 
Instrumentation."

ANO-1 ITS 5/01/2001INSERT



EFW System 
B 3.7.5 

BASES (continued) 

LCO This LCO proyj.du assurance that the EFW System will perform 
its design function to mitigate the consequences of ,

I that could result in overpressurization of the 
reactor coolant pressure boundary. %ndependent

trains are required to be OPERABLE to 
ensure the availability of residual heat removal capabilitjo 

efraA'vents••mpa •ly a Di••O i-Z T•pM lowr-a ,..  

copnet and•~r•• f nlo p at ccoh re snui ed to perng twumPs.  

steanrriven tu E es bied with s L rom ourc 
not is iated b oe closh of the MSI s lind o'pump s m o 

•a jXTer sour 4that, in •he event of/os of Cf 

•j• upp~~d-v the eme qenc diasel qenera 4r. 16e •.  

._components and flow path eqie to EF1W flow to 

bath team generator . PSM This requires tha 

S•~turbine drive6-EFW pumpW--8 be OPERABLE with 

0Ae semsupplies!#from each of t e•"-main steam lines upstream of 

C1, the -SIVs)and capable of suppiXing EFW flow to(M r the 
Ssteam generators. The safety grade ]Pmotor driven 

'IPElalso required to be OPERABLE• The piping, 

v9a instrumentation, and controls in the required flow 
pat s also be OPERABLE. he primary and secondary 

I ý+a-Ap sources of water to the EFW System are required to be 

I Ik ý OPERABLE. The associated flow paths from the EFW System 
s, A -e etprimary and secondary sources of water to EFW pumps also 

are required to be OPERABLE.  

The LCO is modified by a Note indicating that one EFW train, 
S hich i de___ motor driven EFW pump, is required in 

M.ODE 4. This is because of reduced heat removal 
requirement, the short duration of MODE 4 in which feedwater 
is required, and the insufficient steam supply available in 
MODE 4 to power the turbine driven EFW pump.  

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the EFW System is required to be 
OPERABLE i)to function in the event that the main 

ee w er is lost. In addition, the EFW System is required 
to supply enough makeup water to replace the steam generator 
secondary inventory lost as the unit cools to MODE 4 
conditions.  

(continued)
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4 ~aa9 lwccr r~at vice 

ralJ P- 44 J44rk'( r-~ f~ejtoA~erI 

. ý .Vse je4vde*erc..
4 0'5. EFW System 

B 3.7.5

APPLICABILITY 
(continued)

In MODE 4, w era.t.u~vEabo th . the EFWC I System~~ -ate s eam=•• 

eneratorse In MODE 4, the steam generators aredused for 
eat removal until the DHR System is in operation.  

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are not used for DHR 
and the EFW System is not required.

ACT

a
N 

'0

CJ 

Z.  
"0t

IONS A. 1h h /r',tcrvA F~ "f/ A ~ 

With one of the two steam supplies to the turbine driven EFW 
/•efedI pumP inoperable, action must be taken to restore the( [ 

to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The 7 day 
Completion Time is reasonable, based on the following 
reasons:

The second Completion Time for Required Action Ail 
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 

-,,,reA -FC) ' combination of -etjitimrrsJ to be inoperable during any 

continuous failure to meet this LCO.  

The 10 day Completion Time provides a limitation~time 
allowed in this specified Condition after discovery of 
failure to meet the LCO. This limit is considered 
reasonable for situations ih which Conditions A and B are 

entered concurrently. The AND connector between 7•=•A..) 
and 10 days dictates that both Completion Times apply 

simultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met.

B._ I 

When one of the required EFW trains (pump or flow path) is 
inoperable, action must be taken to restore the train to

(continued)

BASES

-0

tM

t--".9
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<INSERT B3.7-26A> 

9 a. For the inoperability of a steam supply to the turbine driven EFW pump, the 7 
day Completion Time is reasonable since there is a redundant steam line for the 
turbine driven pump.  

b. For the inoperability of the turbine driven EFW pump while in MODE 3 
immediately subsequent to a refueling, the 7 day Completion Time is reasonable 
due to the minimal decay heat levels in this situation.  

c. For both the inoperability of a steam supply line to the turbine driven pump and 
an inoperable turbine driven EFW pump while in MODE 3 immediately following 
a refueling, the 7 day Completion Time is reasonable due to the availability of 
the redundant OPERABLE motor driven EFW pump; and due to the low 
probability of an event requiring the use of the turbine driven EFW pump.  

<INSERT B3.7-26B> 

Condition A is modified by a Note which limits the applicability of the Condition to 
when the unit has not entered MODE 2 following a refueling. Condition A allows one 
EFW train to be inoperable for 7 days vice the 72 hour Completion Time in 
Condition B. This longer Completion Time is based on the reduced decay heat 
following refueling and prior to the reactor being critical.

5/01/2001ANO-1 ITS INSERT



EFW System 
B 3.7.5

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 (continued) 

OPERABLE status within 72 hours. This Condition includes 
the loss of two steam supply lines to &M•gthe turbine 
driven EFW pump@, The 72 hour Completion Time is 
reasonable, based on the redundant capabilities afforded by 
the EFW System, time needed for repairs, and the low 
pv robabilit of occurring during this time period. The 
second omp etion Time for Required Action B.1 establishes a 
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of 

it' s to be inoperable during any continuous failure to 
epid eet this LCO.  

The 10 day Completion Time provides a limitationtr~ime k 

allowed in this specified Condition after discovery of 
failure to meet the LCO. This limit is considered 
reasonable for situations in which Conditions A and B are 
entered concurrently. The AND connector between 72 hours 
and 10 days dictates that both Completion Times apply 
simultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met.  

C-.1 and C.2 C'',•C '•e-F 

KL equire cto or Re wrea Acti B.Wb.  
icn~1-e com e wit t he requ* d Comply-e"on Ti , o 

s nnitb i MODE ,Io'2, orte 

unit must be placeu in a MODE in which the LO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in 
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 4 within 
j 18, hours.  

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

In E 4, witytwo EFW trai<inoperablm, operationtinued) iaAowed to c ~itinue becauýý only one rjior driven train 

w,"srquir cin accorda with the _d that mogdi~ies the /I• -'_ 
SLCO. A ~~ough not r e(uired, thýýuhit may con Jinue to coq0i 
0 initi R 

(continued)
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EFW System B 3.7.5 

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

D.I 

Required Action D.1 is modified by a Note indicating that 

all required MODE changes or power reductions are suspended 

until at least one EFW train is restored to OPERABLE status.  

With( EFW trains inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the 

unit is in a seriously degraded condition with no safety 

related means for conducting a cooldown, and only limited 

means for conducting a cooldown with nonsafety grade 

equipment. In such a condition, the unit should not be 

perturbed by any action, including a power change, that 

might result in a trip. The seriousness of this condition 

requires that action be started immediately to restore at 

least one EFW train to OPERABLE status. LCO 3.0.3 is not 

applicable, as it could force the uniteinto a less safe 
condition.  

E.1 4tR ree'reA 

In MODE 4, either the steam generator loops or the DHR loops 

can be used to provide heat removal, which is addressed in 

LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops MODE 4." With EFW train 

inoperable, action must be taken to immediately restore the 
inoperable train to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.5.1

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, 

and automatic valves in the EFW water and steam supply flow 

paths provides assurance that the proper flow paths exist 

for EFW operation.# This SR does not apply to valves that 

are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since 

those valves are verified to be in the correct position 

prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR also does 

not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned, 

such as check valves. This Surveillance does not require 

any testing or valve manipulation; rather, it involves 

verification that those valves capable of potentially being 

mispositioned are in the correct position.

(continued)
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EFW System B 3.7.5 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.1 (continued) REQUIREt4ENTS 
The 31 day Frequency is based on 

joprýexteA -ýthe procedural controls governing valve 

operation, and ensures :orrect valve positions.  

SR 3.7.5.2 

l Verifying that each EFW pump's developed head at the flow 

test point is greater than or equal to the required 
developed head ensures that EFW pump performance has not 
degraded during the cycle. Flow and differential head are 

S.of Dp mperformance required by Section XI of 

C 4o& te ASME Code((Ref.4.' Because it is undesirable to 
introduce cold- the steam generators while they are 
operating, this testogýýrformed on Et.  

This test c qoirlr mP tcu~r is 

indicative of oeral-l performance. Such inservice tests 
confirm component OPERABILITY, trend performance, and detect 
incipient failures by indicating abnormal performance.  
Per~f ce of vicee testing n the ASME Code, Section 

3ujremený .i h. ec 

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR14 .ip 
be deferred until suitable test conditions are established.  
This deferral is required because there insufficient eA-A 
steam pressure to perform the test.  

SR 3.7.5.3 wI *Aevr..c! 

This SR verifies that EFW can be delivered to the 
appropriate steam generator in the event of any accident 

7,`11 transient that getes ea Feedwater nerat ts i g n a T -b yFe(o s r a i 

Control System signa y emonstrating that each 

automatic valve inthe flow path actuates to its correct 

position on an actual or simulated actuation signal. This 

SR is not required for valves that are locked, sealed, or 

otherwise secured in position under administrative controls.  

The A184t.month Frequency is based on the need to perform 

this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a 

aw0%Aý" Vov is ad150 V'er- L 1D1- capx pe e o wo.uý 

-P MAV'a-ý11 a.~~~v.S~ (continued)
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EFW System 
B 3.7.5

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS ( p 

unit outage andvthe potential for an unplanned transient if 
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
The$f18,month Frequency is also acceptable based on 
operating experience and design reliability of he 
equipment C1krI ISmdifidy a No hat stae• the 
S• ir~j•in MODE 4 In MODE 4 hP[ rpqui•P~ AFW , 

]r td~ni5a~l~edvalinef'and nPerafT-@ This SR is modified 
S~~~byypa]4 ~iiNote- iotev ncT s tna jne I eD

t bee er e until s able t o di n are establisJ) ( .  

/net jick•- Thii eferrere ra sinsuffi 'ent ~~~~~~~~~ 1~e~ NNssOfh 05es~ t•he N •2 -states 
that 'tes(isno rem~a- nn MOD - -i''•D 4t e• 

•y/ !-•qu/Ze puw I, ;r~idy pedln tnuhe •(tost t• 

-ur1 ion is ot requ'red i MOE 4, the heat removal 
i-equirements wOUd be less providing more time for operator 

a 'eýOAO eis \6ej action to manually start the required W pump.• 
uq f

SR 3.7.5.4 

This SR verifies that z • EFW pump(star.in 
the event of an accident or transient that generates an_ ( FI C 'signa14j demon, iating~tt~ eac ]turbirwdriv•'F / 

S))W•p star to-tral ral act•lo s~iful at 
• •u~4•'•Jsignal. uiww•=V~n• nt .red-AiTrMD,'I 140j 

The,4iB]tmonth Frequ-ency is based on the need to perform 
Sthis Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a t

• -unit outage aathe potential for an unplanned transient if ed,= 
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
.This SR is modified byCra ]It [;iT 'Note Lj -. N~ote r/-Tnn1dicaj.s 

a e Me erre ita teT cond ions e 

R-in efficnste s m pr lanssur mato rot•i1e - t ul ate 
or -he at ehovSRMODEnot rouird in MODE 4i o 

et M- - • U , • e req ired p ump, -s alre a9y opeatina anor n / SL~ive~flart f waS i on i s j•_ equi1r•(y. I n MODE 4',thhar 
removal req~uirements would be less providing more time for 
operator action to manually start the requiredfflW pump.,)r 

R Rifewer's s4ote: •me plants" may not( routi T-ey £use 'the~v•-"• x 

II /fr ea~emva y~nMODE '/.The ;cond jt4tfic•ini" /.-( 

providpu for pl, fts tha use a startup f dwat7 pump ather 
than A1W for Vartup a shutd@(wn.  

(continued)
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EFW System 
B 3.7.5 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.5 ODIF , 4 d!5u5o.r 
REQUIREMENTS 

. ....  

(continued) This SR ensures that the EFW System is properly aligned by 

verifyin gthe flow paths to each steam gene to 

.... entering M DE 2 after more than 30 days in •E r 
OPERABILITY of EFW flow paths must be demonstra e ore 
sufficient core heat is generated that would require the 

-A'PLi.o•~ -k operation of the EFW System duringa subsequent shutdown.  

VC.-kVis LnI The Frequency is reasonabl n i-'rme , 

-S ýL in view of other administratiy& controls to ensure that -te 

o ow paths are PERABLE. To further ensure EFW System 
alignment, flow path OPERABILITY is verified, following 

extended outages to determine no misalignment of valves has 

occurred. This SR ensures that the flow path from theA•...=.  
to the steam generator is properly aligned. Tn isa v ,,iL• 

irequ,ýrei d--by-nose unitir Thnat usg EFw for pro,',alI st tup a• 

jshýLdown. ) 

) •,SR 3.7.5.6 and SR 3.7.5.7 

( or this facility the CH NEL FU TIONA TEST aa CHANNE 
CALIBVTION forhe EFW"ump suc'ion pr ssure i erlocks re_ 

_as f41 ows: 

REFERENCES 1. 2SAR, Section 9 7ii 

2. AAR, Section ug-E"E

/1 . ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B3.7-31A>

SR 3.7.5.6 

This SR ensures that the EFW flowpath to each steam generator is open and that water 
reaches the steam generators from the EFW System. This test is performed during 
shutdown to minimize thermal cycles to the emergency feedwater nozzles on the steam 
generator due to the lower temperature of the emergency feedwater. The motor-driven EFW 
pump is specified because of its availability at the low steam generator pressure conditions 
that exist in the shutdown condition. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to 
perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit outage and on the 
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at 
power.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.6 3Condensate Storage

tA-d 40CO1.

cs-r 0 6Qs7r

BASES ••u,~•••. -- 

BACKGROUND The provides a a y- a source of ater to the steam 
generators for removing ecay and sensible heat from the 

. £....A I _actor Coolant System (RCS). The CST provides W 
of water q to the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) 

yst•em (LC0 3.--. "Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System").  

rs-t-e ae to t qp. w mospnerý tne nairIV 
~ heato nrc vent 1vP(•_•_•safucýalve•;_?MSVs ay-the atmos4 ri :`M 

(Wen tsFR TKle-am MTati-n7a-7 areopen n e r 
XO A o tmeano/of heat remoI is to disclhrge to ndenser by,! 

S\tv le the onsafety gr _e path of the urbine bypvss valves. The --- ) 

+0 eOFW, ljc densed steavs a-turned to the CST by he condensaX'e 
ump. This h the advantag 'of conserv "g condensa• while, 

minimizing leases t h ironment. -' 

S •Because the CST i? a r' o i • 

C, ?0rc,", it is designed to withstand 
eart qoiua es and other natural p enomena, missiles I-f_9 

rthat might be generated by natural phenomena.- eTh CST is 

At eegne•• Seismic Category I to ensure availability of the 
supply. Feedwater is also available from 

FO a ternate sourcetsý.  

A descri tiono the CST is found in the ArSAR, 

APPLICABLE The CST provides~aooling water to, hve decay heat and 

SAFETY ANALYSES cool dowe by c oldoting h vent r e 1 • ( )en~ 
••/ani~y~ds, Ud5cro •n,,e +•: r'ters. .. and "5..• 

t.• l Y he am gen ,tors, .e a ria. si , sum pt 
-- -- / ene -l~y 30 mj tes-a ,ODE 3i s e wing th~p u )g h e _M # s, 

o~wed- by ooldo• to de y htremo Ile 
ttonditionsý the cwsign c Idow rate- .-

(continued)
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CST 
B 3.7.6

BASES 

APPLICABLE power. S' g e failures tha also affect this ev nt include 
SAFETY ANALYSES the fol wing: 

(continued) I /•". , 
(a. Failure of the di sel generator power 'g the motor 

driven EFW pum to the unaffected s am generator 
(requiring a itional steam to dri e the remaining EF 
pump turbi ; and 

&I - 3 b. Failure f the steam driven W pump (requiring 
longe time for cooldown usng only one motor iven 
EFW ump).  

These are not usually the miting failures in! erms of 
c on quences for these ev en~ts. /_

The CST satisfies Criterion~ f R v

To satisfy acciden analysis assumptions, the [two] CSTs 
must contaih-•,s icient cooling w•aer to remove decay heat, 

for 13 hour ollowing a reacti' trip from 102% RTP and.-tfhen 
to, cool n the RCS to DH,"5•ystem entry conditions/// 
assum a coincident lQ.s•s of offsite power and 4ost adverse 
si e failure. Whilw'so doing, the CSTs mu.•"retain 
ufficient water Wensure adequate net ppstive suction 

head for the EF)Kpump(s) during the co'down, to account for 2-6 
any losses f6m the steam driven EFW-ump turbine, as wejlbP"/ 
as losses,.-ncurred before isolat'ig EFW to a broken ,!>he.  

The vel required is equi,+ent to a usable vqkimme of 
[ 0,00-0 gallons, whicor"is based on holding/he unit in 

ODE 3 for 13 hours,ýrollowed by a cooldowii to DHR System 
entry conditions.. 

The OPERABILFTY of the CST is d- rmined by main ning the 
tank leve1"at or above the mi imum re uired eI.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and in MODE 4ýwhenlVsteam generator is 
being relied upon for heat removal, the CST is required to 
be ýOPERj AB. eL~~rv~ *F~~hd 

inMDES 5 and 6, the CST is not required because the EFW 
System is not required. p ®

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-33A>

A portion of the QCST (T-41 B) is protected from tornado generated missiles. The protected volume 
is sufficient to provide a thirty minute supply of water which is adequate to allow manual operator 
action, if required, to transfer suction of the EFW pumps to service water.  

<INSERT B3.7-33B> 

The OPERABILITY of the QCST with the minimum required water volume ensures that sufficient 
water is available to support EFW operation on both units for at least 30 minutes. This provides 
adequate time fir the operators to manually switch the EFW suction alignment to the Service Water 
System (SWS), if required. The SWS provides the assured long-term source of cooling water. The 
required volume considers that the EFW suctions of both units may be aligned to the QCST 
simultaneously.  

The required minimum usable volume includes an allowance for losses due to Unit 2 recirculation 
line flow. The required volume of 32,300 gallons is equivalent to a tank level of 3 feet 10 inches.  
This parameter value does not include allowances for instrument uncertainty. Additional allowances 
for instrument uncertainty are contained in the implementing procedures.  

The tank has sufficient capacity to support more than four hours of cooling in MODE 3 or MODE 4 
conditions for both units. This capability is not considered to be a safety related design function and 
is not controlled by the Technical Specifications.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



CST 
B 3.7.6

BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 

As an alternative to unit shutdown, the OPERABILITY of the 
backup water upply should be verified within 4 hours and 

S once ever hours thereafter. The OPERABILITY of the 
backup feedwater supply must include verification, by 
administrative means, of the OPERABILITY of flow paths from 
the backup supply to the EFW pumps and availability of the 
required volume of water in the backup supply. The CST must 
be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days because the 
backup supply may be performing this function in addition to 
its normal functions. The 4 hour Completion Time is 

a reasonable, based on operating experience, to verify the 
OPERABILITY of the backup water supply. The 7 day 
Compietion Time is reasonable, based on an OPERABLE backup , .v 

{J a/le 1z e- 3 water supply being available, and the low probability of an / • s//}/•q~n,• •b•/" event occurring during thin time period, requiring the use 

of the water from th S , epr g 

B.1 and B.2 -e U" e 

If the- OPEB st u e eJýt 
associated Completion Time the unit must e placed in a 

3ý ate MODE in which the LCO does not apply, with the DHR System in 
operation. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed 

•-3 in t least MODE 3 within A hMaws, and in M -E 4, withouti 
S• reliance ostea enerators for heat removal,, within 

q hour l sa ]wsanaditi a urs r We-2 6 
SLS~~~sttn ob/5a•di evc aflter en erin iODE.,4.  

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1 
REQUIREMENTS This SR verifies that the CST3contains the required 

volume of cooling water. The 12 hour Frequency is based on 
operating experience and the need for operator awareness of 
unit evolutions that may affect the CST inventory between 
checks. The 12 hour Frequency is considered adequate in 
view of other indications in the control room, including 

(continued)
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CST 
B 3.7.6

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1 (continued) 
REQU IREM ENTS alarms, to alert the operator to abnormal deviations in CST 

levels.  

REFERENCES 1. OSAR, Section 

2. , ter 3

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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CCW Sy t 
B .7 

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3 .7 Component Cooling Water (C ) System 

SES

BACKGROUND The CCW Sys m provides a heat sink for thehr moval of 

process an operating heat from safety rela d components 

during a sign Basis Accident (DBA) or tr sient. During 

normal o ration, the CCW System also prov des this function 

for var* us nonessential components, as w 11 as the spent 

fuel p 1o. The CCW System serves as a b rrier to the 

relea of radioactive byproducts betw n potentially 
radi ctive systems and the Service W er System, and thus 
to e environment.  

A ypical CCW System is arranged a two independent full 

pacity cooling loops, and has i latable nonsafety related 

omponents. Each safety related rain includes a full 

capacity pump, surge tank, heat xchanger, piping, valves, 
and instrumentation. Each saf y related train is powered 
from a separate bus. A surge tank in the system provides 

sufficient net positive suct on head for each pump and 
isolation of nonessential c mponents on a low tank level 
signal. The pump in each rain is automatically started on 

receipt of a safety feat e actuation signal, and all 
nonessential components re isolated.  

Additional informatio on the design and operation of the 

CCW System, along wi a list of the components served, is 

presented in the FS , Section [9.2.2] (Ref. 1). The 
principal safety r ated function of the CCW System is the 
removal of decay at from the reactor via the [decay hea 

/ removal (DHR) he• exchanger]. This may utilize the DHF 

/ ~~System durn ps accident cooldown and 

/shutdown or d in th reirculation phase following loss 

/^AnirThe Acci basi s oi etf the CCW System is to provid cooling

SAFETY ANALYSES water to he Emergency Core Cooling System and mergency 
diesel nerators (EDGs) during DBA condition . The CCW 
System Iso supplies cooling water to EDGs d ing a loss 
offsit power.  

(contin

of 

ued)
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APPLICABILITY

CCW Sys em i 

B .7.7

The CCW Syst is designed to perform its functio with a 
single fail e of any active component assuming loss of 
offsite p0er.  

The CCW ystem also functions to cool the uni from [DHR] 

entry nditions (T,,td < (35O]F) to MODE 5 T < [200]F) 
durnn normal and post accident operations./ The-time 

requi ed to cool from [350]*F to [200]°F i a function of 
the umber of CCW and [DHR) trains opera ng. One CCW train 
is ufficient to remove decay heat durin subsequent 
o rations with T,,Ld < [200]*F.  

he CCW System satisfies Criterion 3 f the NRC Policy 
Statement.

LCO / The CCW trains are independent each other to the degree 

that each has separate control and power supplies and the 

operation of one train does n depend on the other. In the 

event of a DBA, one train of CW is required to provide the 

minimum heat removal capabi ity assumed in the safety 

analysis for systems to which it supplies cooling water. To 

ensure this is met, two C . trains must be OPERABLE. At 

least one CCW train will operate assuming the worst case 
single active failure curs coincident with loss of offsite 
power.  

A CCW train is cons"dered OPERABLE when: 

a. It has an O RABLE pump and associated surge tank and 

b. The assoc'ated piping, valves, heat exchanger, nd 

instrume tation and controls required to perf the 

safety elated function are OPERABLE.  

The isola on of CCW from other components or s stems not 

required or safety may render these componen or systems 

inopera e, but does not affect the OPERABIL Y of the CCW 
System

In ODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CCW Syste i~s a normally 
o rating system that must be prepare to perform its post 

t 7 (continue!
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CCW Sy tern 
B .7.7 

BILITY accident s eety functions, primarily Reactor Cooll nnt System 
inued) heat remov 1, by cooling the DHR heat exchanger.  

In MODE 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the CCW 
System re determined by the systems it suppo s

ACTIONS A.• 

equired Action A.I is modified by a No e indicating that 
the applicable Conditions and Required ctions of LCO 3.8.1, 
"AC Sources" Operating," and LCO 3.4. , "RCS Loops" MODE 4," 
should be entered if an inoperable C train results in an 
inoperable EDG or DHR loop. This i an exception to 
LCO 3.0.6 and ensures the proper a tions are taken for these 
components.  

If one CCW train is inoperable, action must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this Condition, 
the remaining OPERABLE CCW tr in is adequate to perform the 
heat removal function. The 2 hour Completion Time is 
reasonable, based on the r undant capabilities afforded by 
the OPERABLE train, and t low probability of a DBA 
occurring during this pe iod.  

If the CCW train ca not be restored to OPERABLE status i 
the associated Co letion Time, the unit must br placed in a 
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve thi 
status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 w' hin 
6 hours and in ODE 5 within 36 hours.  

The allowed mpletion Times are reasonable, bas on 
operating e erience, to reach the required uni conditions 
from full wer conditions in an orderly manne and without 
challengi unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 31..  
REQUIREMENTS This SR is modified by a Note indicati that the isolation 

of he CCW flow to individual compone s may render those 

(continued)

r
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I 
SU ELLANCE SR 3.7.7.1 on.tinued) 
R UlREETS/T 

/ components i operable, but does not affect the ERABILITY 
/ of the CCW/ystem.  

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, wer operated, 
and auto atic valves in the CCW flow path pr vides assurance 
that th proper flow paths exist for CCW op ration. This SR 
does n t apply to valves that are locked, ealed, or 
othe ise secured in position, since they are verified to be 
in t e correct position prior to locking sealing, or 
sec ring. This SR also does not apply o valves which 
ca not be inadvertently misaligned, su h as check valves.  
T is Surveillance does not require an testing or valve 

anipulation; rather, it involves ve ification that those 
valves capable of potentially being mispositioned are in 
their correct posit4on.  

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is 
consistent with the procedural ontrols governing valve 
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.  

SR 3.7.7.2 

This SR verifies proper a omatic operation of the CCW 
valves on an actual or si ulated actuation signal. The CCW 
System is a normal y op ating system that cannot be fully 
actuated as part of rou ine testing during normal operati 
This SR is not require for valves that are locked, seal 
or otherwise secured n position under administrativa 
controls. The (18] onth Frequency is based on the ne to 
perform this Survei ance under the conditions that a ly 
during a plant out ge and the potential for an unpla ed 
transient if the urveillance were performed with t . .  
reactor at power Operating experience has shown atthese 
copn es usua y pass the Surveillance when per ormed at 
the [18] month requency. Therefore, the Freque cy is 
acceptable fr a reliability standpoint.  

This SR ri ies proper automatic operatio of the CCW pumps 
on an a ual or simulated actuation signa . The CCW System 
is a n mally operating system that cannt be fully actuated 

______ /' (continued)
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ccw S em

VEILLANCE SR 3.7.7 (continued) 
UIREMENTS as par of routine testing during normal eration. The 

[18] onth Frequency is based on the nee to perform this 

Sur eillance under the conditions that pply during a plant 

o age and the potential for an unpla ed transient if the 

urveillance were performed with th reactor at power.  

Operating experience has shown tha these components usually 

pass the Surveillance when perfor ed at the [18] month 

Frequency. Therefore, the Fre ncy is acceptable from a 

reliability stnpi.

REFE/NCES 1. FSAR, Section [9 / -

/

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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SWS B 3.7

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7X15Service Water System (SWS) 

BASES

BACKGROUND

rl�t-e� ioo% 
p�&CtA

The SWS provides a heat sink for the removal of process and 

operating heat from safety related components during a 

transient or Design Basis Accident (DBA)) 
During normal operation and normal shutdown, the SWS also 

provides this function for various safety related and rt'u 

nonsafety related components. The safety related o ni4 
is covered by this LCO./ .. . .  

I~SWS consists o two r 100% capacitýy saafet _ 

related cooling water--f f Each(:2tyTDCconsists o a 
uminn vIna.l and instrumentation. The pumps, i' L

•f' ýrov"AeA{ +0 and valves are remote manually al 

p e -•'+W unlikely event of a loss of cool; 
11pump uo0 c ,.~e 

e ure actuion siqaiL and a-Y 
O.~.CA aligned to their post accident P! 

provides cooTing directly to Jn 
/ A diret 

Ci - Fe;~ I,,l ~ l e

S n to The system 'is also~source 
ipry\t.g ncy water temgee feedwater pumps, 

"an provide a source of makeup water to the cooling 

Additional information about the design and operation of the 

SWS, along with a list of the com onents served is 

presented in the &SAR, Section (Ref. 1). e 

principal safety related function o he SWS is the o 

t from the reactor e 

""-e w- S o -- -------- S

APPLICABLE The of the SWS is for one SW train, ii 
SAFETY ANALYSES conjunction with the 

,ooling in spray, 
Sair coolers, or a coibination o remove core decay 

followin a de basis LOCA, as discussed in thel 

_Secti ef .wlsrov• •..T7 a...

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-41A> 

The requirements of the service water system for cooling water are more severe during normal 
operation (at full power) than under accident conditions. Normal operation requires at least two of 
the three service water pumps, and the pumps in operation are periodically rotated. Normal 
operation also includes the addition of a biocide during the reactor building emergency cooler 
surveillance, when the water temperature is between 60°F and 800F, to prevent biological fouling of 
the coolers. This water temperature range provides conditions under which Asian clams can spawn 
and produce larvae which could pass through service water system strainers.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



sws 
B 37 

BASES 

APPLICABLE upp to t eactor ant Sy- RCS) by theth ety e 

SAFETY ANALYSES ctio m-ps.  
(continued) The SWS is designed to perform its function with a single 

failure of any active component, assuming loss of offsite 
power.  
The SWS wi e C€ _ sel also cools the 
unit; from Deca, Heat Removal WHR) SystemiC-as discussed i:nD 

- the @SAR, Section ýr[AJý (Ref UJJentrjý -conditio0ns to MODE.5(f

I durinj ormal and post -acc~ident operationo The time 

required for this evolution is a function of the number of 
ODHR System .Rthat are o eratin One S tralip 

'/L • ,•-s•,-•ery• removd~ecay het dur 9ing}usequeqrt / 
[op Xations •n MODES and 6. Jhis assu ms a maxr fnum SWý/ | 

m tperat ie of [85/A occupfing simultaaneously 1ith maiimum 

heeat loads on the•system. d 

The SWS is also required to I4rtA-w ýI. het frm te q_--ýýdiesel generators (•Gs), ej;• 

Ohc~2 13(% ODE Ih iterion 3 of ___Emma 

CFJk •-o,~J~ 

LCO Two SWS; are required to be OPERABLE to provide the 
required *reundancy to ensure that the system functions to 
remove post accident heat loads, assuming the worst case 
single active failure occurs coincident with the loss of 

(100>0 fst power.  offsit 

'SWW ý-considered OPERABL% .j jus iýo.ie 

11Ao 0 • •i -.. a. ( "•'OPERABLE pump; and . .e 
eLA -7 Ioo/• 6e ( b. The associated piping, valves, s, and 

, fd• 'e 0 f-/A'4LE instrumentation and controls required to perform the 
1ti&,p"'• - • safety related function ( OPERABLE.  

I , 0  ,4~,4-esse,14,4 6w Se I.  

PPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and, the SWS is a normally operating 
system that is required to support the OPERABILITY of the 
equipment serviced by the SWtP required to be OPERABLE in ee,; 

these MODES.nu 

(continued)
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SWS 
B 3.7.2.: 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the SWS 

(continued) are determined by the systems it supports.  

ACTIONS A.1 

If one SWS )is inoperable,jaction must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status with' 2 hours. In this Condition, 
the remaining OPERABLE SWSw Wis adequate to perform the 
heat removal function. However, the overall reliabilit is 

reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE SWSZ /"ý 
could result in loss of SWS function. Required Action A.1 
is modified by two Notes. The first Note indicates that the 

applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.8.1, "AC 

Sources(9•Xperating," should be entered if an inoperable SWS 

c§• j~- results in an inoperableoDG. The second Note 
indicates that the applicable Conditions and Required 

~ Actions of LCO 3.4.6. "RCS Loops(tlODE 4," should be entered 
inoperable SWS results in an inoperable DHR 

The 72 hour Coui~Ietion Time is based on th 
rdnant capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE B l) and 

•-the low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.  
B.I an B. . .. .nd 

If the•F- e ýý ý Be "ý re . 1 eP 

associated Completion Timek t eun ms be 
p ace in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least 
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours.  

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1] 
REQUIREMENTS 

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, 
and automatic valves in the SWS flow path provides assurance 
that the proper flow paths exist for SWS operation. This SR 

does not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-43A> 

Although the systems it supports may be required to be OPERABLE, the SWS is not required to 
meet the same OPERABILITY requirements in MODES 5 and 6 as it must in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.  
The definition of OPERABILITY embodies the principle that a system can perform its function(s) only 
if all necessary support systems are capable of performing their related support functions. If the 
supported system is capable of performing its safety function without reliance on the SWS, then the 
SWS is not required to be OPERABLE. Similarly, operation with the SWS in a less than fully 
qualified state is acceptable provided an assessment has been performed to determine that the 
supported system remains capable of performing its safety function.
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SWS 
B 3.7.  

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4 1 (continued) 
REQU IREM ENTS otherwise secured in position, since they are verified to be 

in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or 
securing. This SR does not require any testing or valve 
manipulation; rather, it involves verification that those 
valves capable of potentially being mispositioned are in the 
correct position. This SR also does not apply to valves 
that cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check 
valves.  

• ;)'e-?e G , The 31 da Frequency is 6 on n ieme 
consistent with thee procedural controls governing valve 
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.  

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the isolation, 
.of components or systemsq areder those components 

ido erabi does not affect the OPERABILITY of the eSW" 

odeA~W g ,j 6f~wgef\ SLV

The SR verifies proper automatic operation of the SWS 
valves. The SWS is a normally operating system that cannot 
be fully actuated as part of the normal testing. This SR is 
not required for valves that are locked, sealed, or 
otherwise secured in position under administrative controls.  
The 0,18month Frequency is based on the need to perform 
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a 

F)%unit outage andthe potential for an unplanned transient if 
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
Operating experience has shown that these components usually 
pass the Surveillance when performed at the k181 month 
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a 
reliability standpoint.  

SR 3.4..3 

IThe SR veri-fi proper autom tic operation of/the SWS pumpsj 

SA/ 1-e 7 -7A- o°n an actual r simulated a tuation signal. The SWS is a S" ysemt/at c annot be f•y 
inormally ope ating system at cannot be fu y ac tedasi 

)Part of nor al testing dur ng normal o era on ZThe 

N" [18] month Frequency is base on the nee o perform this 
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit 
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-44A> 

This SR requires verification that the normally operating SWS pumps (A and C) automatically restart 
following restoration of power to the respective bus. In addition, the B SWS pump, normally in the 
standby condition, must be verified to start to support each SWS train for which it is expected to be 
aligned upon associated ES actuation (with time delay) with simulated failure of the normally 
operating pump for that train.
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SWS 
B 3.7.ý) 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR I.7-C (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  

Operating experience has shown that these components usually 

pass the Surveillance when performed at an [18] month 

Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a 

reliability standpoint.  

REFERENCES 1. CSAR, Section .;aMý 

2. 9SAR, Section K.2ý. •[• 

3. 0SAR, Sectiorn 6.  

SJ S c t ~ ~ i . q • , 

0- /0 R~
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S i{ý A' ýruL1'A SW k 

hei provides ns4 peaig ha 

from safety related componentsar o ATa• , e .• 

q nGV .-9E!=1ru' Ti s i s on 

1a1 =-nee~ ~r vCe• w=ate"r' System 4WS)l 

The i•. M complex of water sourcess

) necessary retaining structures 

connectin the sources with, but not including, e 
_ointake structuree as discussed in the 

AR Sct i ii (Ref. 1 i). ,..og 

9 The principal functionLof the the -P 

issipation of residual heat after a reactor shutdow 
• al t io r_.enesi i ea -'•an aT tft" 

vari y 0 mplex Is us d to a e IhO ,-guiV,,lLi•t 
•UHS/ A 1~ o "oean ay qu •ify a a sin je so trce.i 

[If !e co ~e:e inude iwater fource ontai d by 
st ctur it i l 9ev~ at aPrndoue/il a e 

The basic performance requirements are that a 30 day supply 

of water be available and that the design basis 

temperatures of safety related equipment not be exceeded.  

ins o 00 ing ow s generaly u e e t an a 

day s ply of wat , typicall 7 days or ess. A 30 day 

supply ould be de ndent on an ther sourc s) and a keup 
syste s) for rep]nishing th source in e cooling tower 

basi . For smal er basin so ces, whic may be as mall as 

a day supply, the system for reple ishing the asin and 

t e backup so ce(s) beco of suffi ent impor nce that 

he makeup stem itsel may be re ired to m t the same 
design cni na as an gineered fety Feat e (e.g., 

single f lure consi rations a multiple akeup wate 
sources ay be req red).  

Additional information on the design and operation of the 

system • wi i--Fst m•X-{Tponej er can be found 
in Reference 1.  

(continued)
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UHS 
B 3.7

BASES (continued)

is the sink for heat r mnva f rnm tie re act 
nq•anitb akd m•erti• 

W in which the unit is cooled down and placed on 
ieat removal, _r -U&1 . .  

na- esi as 1 ss o

~iE&*O( 0trs~rdur~trrneh~edc heat,' / 

The operating limits are based on conservative heat transfer 
"'\ analy'ses for the worst case Reference 1 provides the 

details of the assumptions used in the analysis- -Fj5

"f The is designed in accordance 
with Regulatory Guide 1.27 (Ref. , which requires a 30 day 
suppj-of cooling waten-iý ý 64 

~~~~The~ satisfies Criterion 3 of ll IC ri • Met:-( 

LCO The 'is requir-ed to be OPER•ABLE •I considered.  

OPERABL ( containg a sufficient v--o ume of water at or 
be ow t e maximum temperature.]tthat would allow the SWS to 
operate for at least 30 days followinq the design basis ev' )e1J , " 
wihot M-- oss~of net Wi •stivi~suctioqm'head 2RNlSH)•fap-d) 
ij eceeding the maximum design temperature of t e /.00 

e euipment served by the SWS. To meet this condition, the 
Foll 1ý14W otemperature should not exceed "-F, and-the _ -v-•• -- --- s-hould not fall below Ljg•1- ý nj0e C1e-l during------•,.  

normal unit operation.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the m is ae j M 
system that is required to sport the BILITY of the 
equipment serviced by the _9 and is required to be OPERABLE 
in these MODES. (TS) 

In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the 
are determined by the systems it supports.

N

(continued)

'/ Igs EqF D 3, ?-V 7 C
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<INSERT B3.7-47A> 

initial conditions that could be present considering a Unit 2 Design Basis Accident concurrent with a 
normal shutdown of Unit 1 and a loss of the Dardanelle Reservoir water inventory.  

<INSERT B3.7-47B> 

The minimum ECP requirements take into account: water loss from evaporation due to heat load and 
climatological conditions, fire pump usage, ECP bottom irregularities, suction pipe level at the ECP, 
and operator action in transferring the service water system from the Dardanelle Reservoir.  
Operator action is credited in the inventory analysis during the transfer of the service water system to 
the ECP. Specifically, pump returns are transferred to the ECP shortly after the Dardanelle 
Reservoir loss of inventory event begins and pump suctions are transferred later in the event 
depending on pump bay level. In the time frame between the transfer of the returns and suctions to 
the ECP, lake water is pumped into the ECP, increasing level. This additional water is required, 
along with that maintained in the ECP, to ensure a 64.5 inch depth, which corresponds to a 30 day 
supply of cooling water.  

<INSERT B3.7-47C> 

Although the systems it supports may be required to be OPERABLE, the ECP is not required to meet 
the same OPERABILITY requirements in MODES 5 and 6 as it must in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. The 
definition of OPERABILITY embodies the principle that a system can perform its function(s) only if 
all necessary support systems are capable of performing their related support functions. If the 
supported system is capable of performing its safety function without reliance on the ECP, then the 
ECP is not required to be OPERABLE. Similarly, operation with the ECP in a less than fully qualified 
state is acceptable provided an assessment has been performed to determine that the supported 
system remains capable of performing its safety function. It is important to recognize that single 
failure criteria is not applicable in MODES 5 and 6. Therefore, the availability of Lake Dardanelle as 
a heat sink during periods of ECP unavailability may be acceptable provided the probability of a loss 
of lake and the time to respond to a loss of lake event are considered when planning ECP 
unavailability periods.
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B3.7.k 

BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS 
/I /i 

f one or ore cooling owers have e fan inopprable (ieip 

u up to on fan per coo ng tower i perable), action mustý-e 
taken restore the inoperable oling towe fan(s) to/ 

OPERA E status wi in 7 days. / 

Th 7 day Compl ion Time i reasonable,, ased on Ye low 
obability of an accident ccurring du ing the 7, ays that 

r ne cooling wer fan is inoperable i one or mre cooling 

towers, th number of ailable syst s, and t• time 

required o complete ie Reouired A tion. / / 

I andj& 

i pl~ ~coolin ot'wer ta cannot .storeSLU LtoOP e~LU 

s ,wt the ass lated letio lieo ite 
is inoperable Ifr1easo ~'•er Cond , the unit 

must be placed in a MODE in which t e oes not apply 
To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least 
MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.

SR 3.7 p 3,. z. wi SR 379 

This SRveifies that adequate long term (30 days) cooling 
__The level specified also ensures NPSH is 

available for operating the SWS pumps. The 24 hour 
Frequency is based on operating experience related to the 
trending o the r v during the applicable 
MODES. This SR verifies that the water level is 

ftQZ~p..e -

(continued)
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JRVEILLANCE S&2.1ý2 (continued 

:^QUIREMENTS accident or norm 1 heat 

sis • . The 21 

experience related to t 
r-vewk dur ing the 

that he average w 

cc 0A,

BWOG STS

UHS 

Bj 3.7 .A 

loads for 30 days following Wesi gn 
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<INSERT B3.7-49A>

The temperature, measured at the point of discharge from the ECP is considered a conservative 
average of total ECP conditions since solar gain, wind speed, and thermal current effects throughout 
the ECP will essentially be at equilibrium conditions under initial stagnant conditions.  

<INSERT B3.7-49B> 

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the temperature monitoring is required to be performed 
only during the summer months (i.e., June 1 to September 30). During other periods of the year, the 
ECP temperature will not have the potential to reach the temperature limit.  

<INSERT B3.7-49C> 

This SR (together with SR 3.7.8.1 and 3.7.8.4) verifies that adequate inventory exists to support long 
term (30 days) cooling. Soundings are performed to ensure the water volume is within limits and that 
the indicated water level is indicative of an equivalent water volume for accident mitigation. The 
12 month Frequency reflects the gradual pace of degradation of the physical properties of the ECP.  

SR 3.7.8.4 

This SR (together with SR 3.7.8.1 and 3.7.8.3) verifies that adequate inventory exists to support long 
term (30 days) cooling. Visual inspections of the loose stone (riprap) placed on the banks of the ECP 
and of the concrete slab spillway are performed to ensure any physical degradation is within 
acceptable limits to enable the ECP to fulfill its safety function. An engineering evaluation is 
performed of any apparent changes in visual appearance or other abnormal degradation to 
determine OPERABILITY. The 12 month Frequency reflects the gradual pace of degradation of the 
physical properties of the ECP.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



CREVS 
B 3.7.W 

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.&Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The CREVS provi es a pro ec ee environment from which 

4' rru/ preu I 4 ,,,j fo operators can control the unit following an uncontrolled 

e•. release of radioactivit emic ol':r t-ox-c .  

/' ; o J ii // The CREVS consists of fa o h i ler 

'~.i;J~' -7 ,e-'.--d /u 7  assem es. ach filter train consisto of a roughing 

"".... ..- ....... filter, a hi h efficienc articulate air f E 1 -... Jf.  

acharcoal S6er. C, kA&4eeeiý" 

S" The CREVS is an emer ncy system. Upon receipt of 

' e. si nal , the normal control room ventilation 

system is 1uz-mi shut dow and the CREVS 
. fstem L GE a Sh abou Sectio 

VS o peation is-- sdiscussed in the SAR, anany 

The CREnS is designed to maintain the control room for 

30 days of continuous occupancy after a Design Basis 
Accident (DBA), without exceeding a 5 rem whole body dose or 

its equivalent to any part of the body.

APPLICABLE The'CREVS components are arranc 
SAFETY ANALYSES related ventilation train."T.1 

_ .•'d •,•tli wi--1;R 'r A~lt e cop 1o ro& 

•. t yof filtered ait all 
CREVS provides airborne radioli 

control room operatorsja I 
acpse for the, Al"ncoan cidnt fissi,

(continued)
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CREVS 
B 3.7.J 

BASES 

APPLICABLE The worst case single active failure of a CREVS component, 

SAFETY ANALYSES assuming a loss of offsite power, does not impair the 

c ntinued) ability of the system to perform its design function.  

* n M.O1S L /F Frti--s un 'r,-ther,• are no/'sourcK of toxi./gases pof / 
* d ( movc peicals&at c96ld be rleasec/to affec contr(r room /I 

n"E~~ 4A I- rr aCk CT-74 abitab / 

C e"A; , 5 Xhe CREVS satisfies Criterion 3 of • C • Z mea L 

LCO Two 1 en•,t Kd u CREVS trains are required to 

be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available if a 

single failure disables the other train. Total system 
failure could result in exceeding a dose of 5 rem to the 

control room operators in the event of a large radioactive 
release.  

SCREVS 
considered OPERABL the n, idua S•m~~co-MruEIT necesr Vo .•Ir) or•r•nK,' r <:r A)S6k rý BE iz 06th tra . REVS train1 

ff1U-%*1rE = . , .the associated: 

P.0 f 3 - b b. HEPA filter and charcoal a orber .not essive 
~~~~~ Kte Trit ng f • -a r .. •-a n'f npv r i a t ei _ 

rat i ý nc•, and 

S c . ( .r .•fi6rist ductworkl . and dampers Ca 
N OPERABL E12ýair circulation can e _be a 

m(, includingthe 

In addition, the control room T including the 

integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings, ductwork, and 
access doors, must be maintained within the assumptions of 

the design analysis. , i_ 
& z I#3£RT6 3,7- 5LC ) -

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CREVS must be OPERABLE to 

ensure that the control room will remain habitable during (-
and following a DBA.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-51A> 

OPERABLE fan capable of being powered from both a normal and an OPERABLE emergency power 
source (Note: Because this is a shared system and may be powered from a Unit 2 source and 
distribution system for which there are no specific ANO-1 requirements, OPERABILITY includes 
requirements for both normal and emergency power sources and the associated distribution systems.  
If the CREVS train power sources or distribution system become inoperable, LCO 3.8.1, "AC 
Sources-Operating," is applicable for ANO-1 power sources, LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution 
Systems-Operating," is applicable for ANO-1 distribution systems, and LCO 3.0.6 allows the 
appropriate ACTIONS for these Specifications to be applied. However, if a required Unit 2 power 
source or distribution system becomes inoperable, the ACTIONS of ANO-1 LCO 3.7.9 must be 
applied for inoperable CREVS train(s).); 

<INSERT B3.7-51B> 

In MODES 3 and 4, the CREVS satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

2 <INSERT B3.7-51C> 

The LCO is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows the control room boundary to be opened 
intermittently under administrative controls. For entry and exit through doors the administrative 
control of the opening is performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, 
these controls consist of stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous 
communication with the control room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening 
when a need for control room isolation is indicated. Note two requires that one CREVS train be 
capable of automatic actuation. The other train may be started manually, on failure of the first train.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



CREVS 
B3.7.q 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY Dinqmovemenj of irradiated fuel assemblies ur 
(continued) Q$-LTEB, -- Sl, the CREVS must be OPERABLE to cope with a 

release due to a fuel handling accident.  

ACTIONS A.1 

With one CREVS train inoperable, aetion must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this Condition, 
the remaining OPERABLE CREVS train is adequate to perform 
the control room radiation protection function. However, 
the overall reliability is reduced because a failure in the 
OPERABLE CREVS train could result in loss of CREVS function.  
The 7 day Completion Time is based on the low probability of 
a DBA occurring during this time period, and ability of the 
remaining train to provide the required capability.  

SIn MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, if the inoperable CREVS train cannot 
Sbe restored to OPERABLE status within the required 

Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which 
the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit 
must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in 
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based cn operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

n•-mode. . mP. Ie+Th-i Ta.ctio Q 

Z ý Ej Z6 F urinq movement of irradiated fuel 

tra ina must 

ensures that m agoo inUP--Mor~ai 1_ M BL cntined faiure pevetig automatic actuation willocuadtt 
any sactive failure will be readily detected. e-m-r 

E ct 'n . i s m oS ieo 10 y a No te 0l(i a•ll o• ace n ---- he' 

Sin• t~ merg~en -od-e iu t om~Ic tr sfer o• 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-52A> 

If the control room boundary is inoperable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CREVS trains cannot 
perform their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE control room 
boundary within 24 hours. During the period that the control room boundary is inoperable, 
appropriate compensatory measures (consistent with the intent of GDC 19) should be utilized to 
protect control room operators from potential hazards such as radioactivity, toxic chemicals, smoke, 
temperature and relative humidity, and physical security. Preplanned measures should be available 
to address these concerns for intentional and unintentional entry into the Condition. The 24 hour 
Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time 
period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically 
reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possible repair, and test most problems with the control room 
boundary.  

C.1 and C.2
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CREVS 
B 3.7.0 

BASES 

ACTIONS 10 2 n (continued) L-An alternative to Required Actionif 1 is to immediately 
Cý suspendtiv that could release radioactivity that 

might requir solation of the control room. This places 
the unit in a condition that minimizes the accident risk.  
This does notpreclude the movement of fuel to a safe 

| _ positi on. _ . _ •-'-- -- -•-, -- _ _ 

0 Id 

riýmvmn firadi ated fuel 

di . '0,ýtAW when two CREVS {• 

trains r nopera e, acti t be taken immediately to 
suspend that could release radioactivity tha 
could enter the control room. This places the unit in a 
condition that minimizes the accident risk. This does not 
preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.  

If both CREVS trains are inoperablein MODE 1, 2,' 3, .  
the CREVS may not be capable of performing the intended df • unct ion andL]-Ee- .unx*~--•s 1 x i t i n 7MF•f t hq-el ,,t) 

I~~~ Ts • !4oherefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately. • 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4 1 

REQUIREMENTS 
Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 
that they function properly. As the environment and normal 
operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing 
each train once every month adequately checks this system.  
Mon y ea er ations cry any mois ur at nas 

umulated the charcoal cause of hu ity in th 
ambient ( [Systems heaters mu e operate for 

>10 r.+-;.tineic hnnrsi÷h thp h~atin raized. Systems 
without h need only be operated for > 15 minutes to 
emonstrate the function of the system.*J4 The 31 day 

av'A Frequency is based on the known reliability of the equipment 
and the two train redundancy available.  

"Th• 4,sk is •aK -tiet &11 k• 

-tYo -I4 jcy -Ye rou Ai''i '/1ýr, jf 

'4it+ers CLq4 C-rcc&( 0116r~rs. 7kCR.VS Is .S &v (continued)
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CREVS B3.7.q 5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

U
Z

I NS ERTF

SR 3.7. 2 

This SR verifies that the required CREVS testing is 

performed in accordance with the,-Ventilation Filter Testing 

Program (VFTP) .khe _ f test re accor nce 
re 2_5 . 3 . .TheR VFTP4cincludees 

testing HEPA filter performance, charcoal 4Lsorber..o? e xk 

efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the physical 
properties of the activated charcoal. Specific test 

frequencies and additional information are discussed in 
detail in the •VFTPI.  

R 3.7.96ý3~

gýmulated' actm at ,he Freuecyof,1819montns is 
consistent with S I n c- ,+ 

SR 37. 4 
This ••verifies the i egrity of the control room enclosu/e, \ 
an d he assumed inle a (age rates of the .)Yotentially, " 
-c taminated air. •le control room p~titive pressu re, i~th 
•espect to potent•' lly contaminated .djacen areas,_iYn ( 
periodically te Aed to verify that/the CREVS is fun ~iuo 9 
properly. Dur ing the emergency tide of operation, _he CREVS 
is d~ers ygned to pressurize the cntrol room > [0.1 .• ] i c e 

water gaul/p~ositive pressure with respe t-o .a e t 
areas, Tt Yprevent unfiltered inleakkage- The C •S is 
design • to maintain thi ositive pressure wjth one- train 
at a £iow rate of -5<[3300 cfm. This value 'ncludes 
[30 cm f utie air• Thee Frequency o /[18] months on a 

0ST GRElTSTBS i2/consistent with i dustry practice 
and other filtration •Rs.c" • (

1. OSAR, Section _______ _ 
ee 

3 Regulatory Guide 1.52, LceberN\J\esk , Th,-k 
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<INSERT B3.7-54A> 

SR 3.7.9.4 

This SR verifies the ability of the CREVS to provide outside air at a flow rate of 
approximately 333 cfm ±10%. Many factors must be taken into account to determine the 
overall expected dose consequences for control room personnel during various off-normal 
events. The CREVS makeup airflow is one of these factors that must be considered.  
Excessive makeup air or the inability of the CREVS units to supply design flow rates could 
result in an increase in the overall dose consequence to control room personnel. The flow 
verification ensures that an assumed amount of makeup air is available to account for 
boundary leak paths. If control room boundary leakage to adjacent areas is minimal, the 
makeup airflow rate will decrease accordingly as the differential pressure between the 
control room and adjacent areas increases. Therefore, the verification of makeup airflow 
capability may require creating leak paths (opening a door) when the control room envelope 
leak paths are minimal. The flowrate verification is consistent with SRP Section 6.4 
(Reference 4) for those control rooms having a design makeup rate of > 0.5 volume changes 
per hour. The Frequency of 18 months is considered adequate to detect any degradation of 
the outside air flow rate before it is reduced to a point at which sufficient pressurization will 
not occur.
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CREAIS 
B 3.7.0ý

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.A-.Control Room Emergency Air System (CREAOS) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The CREA•S provides temperature control for the control 
room following isolation of the control room.  

The CREA*CS consists of two independent and redundant trains 
that provide cooling of recirculated control room air. A 
cooling coil and a water cooled condensing unit are provided 
for each system to provide suitable temperature conditions 
in the control room for operating personnel and safety 
related control equipment. Ductwork, es dampers, and 
instrumentation also form part of the system. p -re nada' 

CREA•CS is a subsystemr ivnq air tem erature control 
the control room. r•- •. r--. aost • w;i4q. #•rs ,•Te,.  

The CRE CS is an emr--n y sys . n e ec ion o igh tZ 

e\• . 0kk n n the normal control room venti ation aSyste 

••o,,•= ~~ strtd.riinletri 

---- •" • '"PE wlprv Deuhereqired oeperatir ontrl The CREAW S 

operatio to maintain control room temperature is discussed 

in the SAR, Section •~(Ref. 1).  

APPLICABLE The design basis of the CREA•CS is to maintain control room 
SAFETY ANALYSES temperature for 30 days of continuous occupancy.  

The CREPO CS components are arranged in redundante sfet 

sinleactvefailure of a CRE$ cS omponent does not impair 
the ability of the system to perform as designed. The 
CREA4CS is designed in accordance with Seismic Category I 
requirements. The CREAsCS is capable of removing sensible 

and latent heat loads from the control room, including 

(continued)
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CREAK'S 

B 3.7.  

BASES 

APPLICABLE consideration of equipment heat loads and personnel 

SAFETY ANALYSES occupancy requirements, to ensure e ui 

(continued) •CRE AtSCriteron-3of 

0- he CREArS satisfies Criterion3 of 

P-,' 7f,- 7 ' "• -- CRE•C 77 77are 7Fm0 

LC .wo independent and redundant trains of the CREAiCS are 

required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is 

available, assuming a single failure disables the other 

train. Total system failure could result in the E • 
temperature exceeding limits in the event of an 

S4CREA&S (0considered OPERABL the individual 

components that are necessary to m"nintain control room 

temperature OPERABL -. 4These components 
inc ude the cooling coils, c condensing units, 

and associated temperature instrumentation. In 

Saddition, the CREA CS mustbe BFnt 
air circulati)n be n nC_ 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, n dad nn movement of 

irraj iated fuel assemblaesa p-uni T • O the 

CREPCS must be OPERABLE to ensure that the control room 

temperature will not exceed equipment OPERABILITY 
requirements following isolation of the control room.  

ACTIONS A.1 

With one CREA(CS train inoperable, action must be taken to 

restore OPERABLE status within 30 days. In this Condition, 

the remaining OPERABLE CREA•CS train is adequate to maintain 

the control room temperature within limits. However, the 

overall reliability is reduced because a failure in the 

OPERABLE CRE.ACS train could result in a loss of CREAPCS 

function. The 30 day Completion Time is based on the low 

probability of an event occurring requiring control room 

isolation, the consideration that the remaining train an 

provide the required capabilities, and~ alternate 

( nonsafety related cooling means that are available.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-56A>

(Note: Because this is a shared system and is normally powered from a Unit 2 source and distribution 
system for which there are no specific ANO-1 requirements, OPERABILITY includes requirements 
for both normal and emergency power sources and the associated distribution systems. If the 
CREVS train power sources or distribution system become inoperable, LCO 3.8.1, "AC 
Sources-Operating," is applicable for ANO-1 power sources, LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution 
Systems-Operating," is applicable for ANO-1 distribution systems, and LCO 3.0.6 allows the 
appropriate ACTIONS for these Specifications to be applied. However, if a required Unit 2 power 
source or distribution system becomes inoperable, the ACTIONS of ANO-1 LCO 3.7.10 must be 
applied for inoperable CREACS train(s).) 

<INSERT B3.7-56B> 

In MODES 3 and 4, the CREACS satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.
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CREAIC'S 

B3.7.P 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 (continued) 

Concurr fl~failure of wo CREATCS t ins would result/•n the 

loss function c bility; ther ore, LCO 3.0.3 n4'st be 

ren edd immediat 

B.1 and B.2 

In rE ui con s4, fiom fu po le CREondiiontrain a 

w DIE be ,orad ly det ece d 

Analternati ve te Runirmus5ed pact I is to ie ia 

the LCO does not apply. To achieve the c trol ro e unit 

must be placed in at least MOnE 3 within 6 hours, and in 

MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 

required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner without challenging unit systems. • 

C.1 _and C.2 
o •>w_•, A -4 

Iurinq-movement of irradiated fuel 

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ wt tw CR LE OSl fte pr. e~ 

trains re , aco muthe tPERABLE train must be 
plac in oentonjMi~a hsures that 

pae •ining tra't~ OPEPJB,(ta t. Lnd 1 _aIQ'. evenr• t:Fz4 
u n nd atn ciefiure 

will be readily detected.  

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately 

suspend activities that could release radioactivity that 

might require the isolation of the control room. This 
places the unit in a condition that minimizes accident risk.  

This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe 

position.  

-DE 6rinq movement of irradiated fuel,/ a[ssem ie ... .... ALrDTIM-T1 with two CRE S / 

assembles\[,•1•ur-_,r ýuK•' • . •... •,^•, 

trains inoperable, action must be taken to immediatl 

suspend activities that could release radioactivity that 

might require isolation of the control room. This places 

(continued)
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B 3.741 

BASES 

ACTIONS D.1 (continued) 

the unit in a condition that minimizes accident risk. This L.  
does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.  

E.1 EIf7 both CREA'•S 

-If bot CR trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, 
a s• iw 0r •V 7efi' ;5 may D•1t D e a, jiDe ot .•.tri~- 'h TTeOaoi 

-- "• I~~fu ~i on and 1e unitlsi ••rii-.Tti a" rifn 

ý01 1- , a• lvtases. eref• LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.  

SURVEILLANCE R 3.7.11.1 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIRMENTS This SR veifies tha- /he heat remo 1 capability Jqf the 

system s• sufficie Zto remove the/heat load assý6ýild in t~e 

, Ii-,,js 2- A)'--- [saf y analyses . This SR consists of a comb kation of/ 
- te ing and ca ulations. An- •8] month Fremen~cy is .  

slow and isnot expected ovr this tim�e 

REFERENCES 1. KAR, Section 

2. /0 CP)a S0.2(0,
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<INSERT B3.7-58A>

SR 3.7.10.1 and SR 3.7.10.2 

These SRs, in conjunction with periodic preventative maintenance activities, provide verification that 
the CREACS will maintain the control room temperature within acceptable bounds. SR 3.7.10.1 is 
performed on a staggered basis with one train being tested every two weeks. The Frequencies (31 
days and 18 months) are appropriate as periodic preventative maintenance activities are routinely 
performed and significant degradation of the CREACS is not expected over these time periods.
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S 
B N.7

, DIAIJT �Y�TFMS Pe�e4,9rie.w �oet1'i

B" f��ilation System (S-) ape6 WV& Vre V ee 

BASES 

BACKGROUND TheiVS filters air from the oT•" act 1 nerincyww 
(ore ng Eyst CS E mone during 

r r at i SIR a oss of coolant acci ent (LOCA).  

The VS consists of two independent, redundant trains. Each 

train consists of prefilter, a high efficiency particulate 
air (HEPA) filt a, activated charcoal adsorber section 
for removal of g-l-deus activity (principally iodines), and a 

fan. Ductwork, 1  or dampers, and instrumentation also 
form part of the system. The system initiates filtered 
lventi1ton of them- ir Td ing• a ve_ essur rea 

-- llowing receipt Of iia

-OM~SEVt AS4->
on pon receipt of the naoýLnoral air 

Fcare fro tthel •a 

(ZbgsýreamfofeyeR21Zp air dischargw hrough the system 

f. rpre r ters remove any large particles in 

the air, and any entrained water droplets present, to 

prevent excessive loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

E , ,

(continued)
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-S 
B 37

BASES

--- eý '-- ' S-- CO . ." /Tw •rdnt tr i lns of th y r r ie 

•/,JSE,' LRi --• -oA>"-- to be BE to ensure that at least one is available, 
assuming that a single failure disables t r on 
coincident with loss of offsite power.I- talsystellifailuye 
ould~sult i ~tmosp erj re easyrom t1e negaz;.re / 

nOre w ure ared1boundary n eed in fere-4 liSats inrAhed

:onsidered OPERABLp its associated:

Q

APPLICABILITY

a. Fan-WOPERABLE; 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber jo cessively 
restricting flow, and _capable performing their 
filtration f ; and a 

C. a- ;I, e ductwork, ) and dampers5p-'r 

-/

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the VS is required to be OPERABLE 
consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the 

In MODES 5 an 6, theVS is not required to be OPERABL 
since t is not required. to be OPERABLE.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-60A> 

In MODES 3 and 4, the PRVS satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

ý <INSERT B3.7-60B> 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the PRVS negative pressure boundary to be opened 
intermittently under administrative controls. For entry and exit through doors the administrative 
control of the opening is performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, 
these controls consist of stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous 
communication with the control room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening 
when a need for PRVS negative pressure boundary isolation is indicated.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS A.1 

With one train inoperable, action must be taken to 

restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During this time, 

the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform the V% 

safety function. However, the overall reliabilityi-' -e 

reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE JVS train 
could result in loss of % function.  

The 7 day Completion Time is approprialtebecause the rjik 

contribution is less than that of the, ( hou o ..u 

Completion Time and this system is not a direct support 

system for th . The 7 day Completion Time is based on 

thee low probability of a DBA occurring during this time 
period, and ability of the remaining train to provide the 

required capability.  

< /N•F."T"8 3,)- 41A 

If te • ran-c no ees rei /o OPERA- E ýstaT•• 

eassociate Corpin etion im4 te unit must be 
le• ii;n-w1Fhch CO -d-oes not apply To 

achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least 
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The 

allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 

power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.V.11 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 

that they function properly. Since the environment and 

normal operating conditions on this system are not severe, 

testing each train once a month provides an ade uate check 

on this system. is y ned er n k elaili out anoipe 

ac�nd� the tw tan the cruarcoal fabmle.  
•humidiI~ in the j4bient fvr. [Sy ems wit)( heaterso/must be--• i 

\oper•( >_ ý 10 ntinuoXh" ours~t th • ates irgized.J 

)Sy em-s with it heat• ;Is o~y eog•ae o 
>n •m4•rt ~ uci~ ft••s~~ The 

31 day Frequency is based on known reliability of equipment 

and the two train redundancy available.

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-61A> 

B.1 

If the PRVS negative pressure boundary is inoperable, the PRVS trains cannot perform their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE PRVS negative pressure boundary within 24 hours. During the period that the PRVS negative pressure boundary is inoperable, appropriate compensatory measures (consistent with the intent, as applicable, of GDC 64 and 10 CFR Part 100) should be utilized to control and minimize the release of radioactive materials from the reactor building to the environment in post accident conditions. Preplanned measures should be available to address these concerns for intentional and unintentional entry into the Condition. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possible repair, and test most problems 
with the PRVS negative pressure boundary.

ANO-1 ITS
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B 3.7.

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

SR 3.7.J.2Z 

This SR verifie that the requiredVVS testing is performed 
in accordance with theRVentilation Filter Testing Program 
(VFTP ._fin-ew teA;Kare, i2:mcordaoerwi•p- •.  

he. e1VFTPL includes testing 

HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorber efficiency, 
minimum system flowrate, and the physical properties of the 
activated charcoal u u01t s ec a 

cg; in . Speci ic test frequencies and additional 

in-formatn are discussed in detail in theýVr-rd.  

SR 3.7113 

This SR verifies that eac hVS train starts and operates on 

an actual or simulated actuation signal. Thef month 

Frequency is consistent with in eciA

SR 3.7.+24' .  

This Se verifies the intin f the negative pressuret 
boun ary area. The ability 0 the EVS to maintain a / 

ne A~ive pressure, with res •-ct to potentially _/ 
ontaminated adjacent aFas, is periodically tesld to 

•erifya iroper function**• of the EVS. During tpe [post \ 

accident)Lmode of op ation, the EVS is desig pld to maintain 

a slight negative P-essure in the negative essure boundary 

area with respe to adjacent areas to pr ent unfiltered 

LEAKAGE. The lS is designed to maint ' this negative 

pressure at flow rate of [3000] cfmrom the negative 

pressure ndary area. The Freque y of [.18].months on a 

STAGGER TEST BASIS is consisten with industry practice 
and ot r filtration SRs.  

prati the EVS fi ypass d is nec to 
I "ensure/that the syst m functions Aroperly. T 'e OPERABILIT/ 

• of th EVS filter •ass damperi s verified (f it can be/ 

I clo d. An [181 ,donth Frequen y is consis nt with that/ 

L{sp (ified in Ref rence 5. •/

(continued)
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B 3.7. 11D;

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES

(

CAD c + suý2.S d 4

eg ry ui e 52.)beCt 
'Pmt Post Actl 4wmAG ~~evereA SeAe reoA~re MmvspýEtere. lewp 

St4 s 4 Q'M A-r- n,, O aiA.AA s4o L'.k+ vJ,-ker 

Co-oWe Nw~s o~e` k",A te.Zj Mo..&L' v'"-
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FH S 

.7 PLANT SYSTEMS ( J.7 AreA 

3.7.Q Fuel Ventilation System L Y 

SES 

CKGROUND The V1 e ur e 

area -f thefs following a fuelh i en 
The coni potos of , f the n orm.al{ • aoxg 

r.a r---~nti a io System (FH 9),t) sta ion/ merge:2y/rs 
•,• •'•\LVent' ation Sy tem (EVS) ductwor 'bypasses/v, +and. darners" 

Th portion the no FHAVS sed by t e FSPVS c sists 

"A o ducting etween th spent f 1 pool d the no al FHAV 
xhaust f s or damors, and edundantradiation detector 

install Cclose to .he suct"n end o the FHAV oexhaust an 

ce-,,T ductin . The por ion of e EVS u d by the PVS con sts 
of t indeend t redu ant . Each rain consists 

Aprefilter, W hig e iency particulate air 

(HEP ) filter, activated charcoal adsorber section for f+W S.  
removal of gaseous activity (principally iodines), and fa e 

Ductwork, I darn ers, and inst ation alsof 

CW~es CLpart of the s stem. Joi a ion valveV ,Iare ins a e in 

series in e uc wo betwe ' the FHAVS'and the EVS to 

provide -solation the EV from the ,yIHAVS on Engine red 

Safety eature ac ation signal, Th e valves are ope d 
prot ulhdin ,rto . he EVS i the subject 

of 0 3.7.12, 'Emergen Ventil at*n Syste (EVS),' nd, i s 

fu y descri d in the SAR, Secton 16.2. ', Refer ce 12.  

uctwork ass wi redundan" da nects e FHAVS 

During,• operation, the exhaust from the fuel handling 

area is passed through the FHAVS exhaust filter and is 

discharged through the tation 

V train, oaned at raio sutoofte 

T FHAVS is discsd in the iso SAR, Section sFA p an 

_____ and c (Refos. , andn r dsper-iY th 

(continued) 

ypass ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e 1tor, a0tat4/07/fn.95eES pl

BA.

"�,~A I;A
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B 3. .

BASES

BACKGROUND beýuse it jp3 be usftd for nop al as W11 as p9A accidfi:t, J- S 
(continued) L.(mospher• cleanup' functio

4Z

Icom )ents ss y nto/(ntrol opfator exps~ure in~le 
•ltke PAV-ain 1i~ uidie~red OPERABU IER in hnitain/n 

2. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber ot'cessively 
restricting flow, and _capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and Mu siLe.  

3.. ���.ductwork, J' and daE rs 

OPERABL irSTS 3.r7l-t6Re=van 04079 
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B.AVS 

B. .4

3ASES (continued)

kPPLICABILITY TIn-f BS 1, ,", 3, /and 4 the FSPV is requidt be\ |OP BLE to Arovide fi ion produt remova 1socae•(ihl 

l.Cleak /due to a •Ss of cooy•n ci•' rfr• .IT 

FLCO 3.7 hiso sn st as Ir hi 

t oirradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel 

handling area, the is always required to be OPERABLE 
to mitigate the consequences of a fuel handling accident.  

an-lMES 5 6, t SPVS i notr iredti et E -0 
Lý c th gC5 is •lt reou•• to bh•'.QpFRB•

A.I 1 
" With oniFSPV-S trijn'. irYerable, actio must etknt 
restop-6OPERABLE statM within 7 dayS. During this titX 

,e~ eremaini• OPRAL tr is adequate to •erform 
the SdtShfunctio~'O PERBL trs 

thFSPVS fuHowever, the verall reliabili is 

rcduced because single failure n the OPERABLE F PVS train 

ould result in loss of FSPV functioning. Th 7 day 
Completion Ti sbased on t risk from an e nt occurring / 

17 Com ofs~ ohe t/ 

requiring th inoperable FSP train, and abi ity of the 

remaining PVS train to p vide the requir protection .  

In DE 1, 2, 3, or , when Require Action A.1 ca ot be 

c pleted within t e associated C pletion Time, when 

th FSPVS train are inoperable the unit must e placed in 

a MODE in whic he LCO does n apply. To ac eve this 

status, the u t must be plac in at least E 3 within 

6 hours, an in MODE 5 with 36 hours. Th Completion 

Times are asonable, base on operating e perience, to 

reach the required unit nditions from 11 power 

conditi s in an orderl manner and wi out challengin unit 

If the inoper e FSPVS train nnot be resto ed to OPERABLE 

status withi the required C pletion Time, uring movement

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B3.7-66A>

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 5 or 6. However, since irradiated fuel assembly 
movement can occur in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the ACTIONS have been modified by a Note which 
states that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, 
LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODES 1, 2, 
3, or 4, the fuel movement is independent of reactor operations. Therefore, in either case, inability 
to suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason to require a reactor 
shutdown.
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' MAI 5 
3.7. /

BASES

C.1 andC.2 (contie 

of 'radiated fu assemblies i the fuel handli g area, the 
OP BLE FSPVS a nmust be s rted immediatel or fuel 

',ement susp ded. This act n ensures that he remaining , 

rain is OPE BLE, that no u etected failur'I preventing / .  

system oper ion will occur and that any a ive failures/ 
will be re dily detected.  

If the stem is not pl ced in operatio,, this actionf 

requir suspension o fuel movement, ich preclude a fuel 
andl g accident. is action does t preclude t e 

move nt of fuel as emblies to a saf position.  

'Dr Vb+ 

When the inoperable during movement 

nvvo~i imme ia e y suspending movement of e~ 
S irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel handling area. This 

does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.  

NCE SR T~3 -. .3.<J~SfZ 2 -19/
NTS

S dby systems should e checked periodically to ensu 
at they function pr erly. As the environment an ormal 

operating conditio on this system are not sever ,,testing 

each train once ery month provides an adequa check on 
this system. nthly heater operationdries ut any 

tmod-sture acc ulated in the charcoal from midity in the 

ambient ai . [Systems with heaters mus be operated for 
> 10 co nuous hours with the. heate energized. Systems 
witho heaters need only be oper d for Ž 15 minutes to 
de strate-the function of th ystem.] The 31 day 
F quency is based on the k n reliability of the equ men 
and the two train redunda y available.{ SR 3.7M2 
This SR verifies that the requiredI testing is 
performed in accordance with the 4Ventilation Filter

Testing }

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-67A>

immediate action must be taken to preclude the occurrence of an accident. This is achieved by 

<INSERT B3.7-67B> 

SR 3.7.12.1 

Periodic verification of the operation of the FHAVS assures immediate availability of filtration 
following a fuel handling accident. A 12 hour Frequency is sufficient, considering the system 
indications and alarms available to the operator for monitoring the FHAVS in the control room.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3..N.2.(continued) 

zu u-ýArý31fp A F-he~.4qFTP$-ji nc udes 
testing HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorber 
efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the physical 
proprties of the activated charcoal fga= ue-U, 

0 e _________ Specific test frequencies 
and additionai infomtio n r discussed in detail in the 

4 VFTP4.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. tAR, Section 

.YS .2

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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' Fuel ( Pool Water Level 
B 3.7.1

B 3.7 LANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.71 Fuel• (Pool Water Level 

BASES

BACKGRROUND The minimum water level in the*,uee C pool meets the 

assumption of iodine decontamination factors following a 

fuel handling accident. The specified water level shields 
and minimizes the general area dose when the storage racks 
are filled to their maximum capacity. The water also 
provides shielding during the movement of spent fuel.  

A eneral descriton of th< s pool design is 

given in the FSAR, Section . Reference 1. The Spent 
Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup ystem is given in the FSAR, 

Section (Ref. 2). The assumptions of thef 
nandling accident are given in the FSAR, Section 
(Ref. 3).

APPLICABLE The minimum er level in t fuel storavSpool meets tPe 
SAFETY ANALYSES assumptio ofthe fuel hailing acciden3X described in"/ 

Regulat y Guide 1.25 (Rif. 4). The re'sultant 2 hour/' 

thyr i dose to a pep sron at the excldsion area boundary is 

be w 10 CFR 100 f. 5) guidelio4s. / 

According to ference 4, thepe/is 23 ft of _ater between 

the top of e damaged fuel 6undle and the Afel pool surfaee 

for a f handling acci it. With 23 fV, the assumptions 
of Ref ence 4 can be ed directly. practice, thylLCO 

VT' . X2pre rves this assum ion for the bu/of the fuel ,i> the 

s rage racks. In he case of a sj~1gle bundle dr ped and 

ing horizontal on top of the, pent fuel rac , however, 

there may be < 3 ft above theýiop of the fue/bundle an5"| 

the surface, y the width of e bundle. T offset th 

small nonc servatism, the nalysis assums that all uel 

rods fai , although the alysis shows7Aat only t first 
f fail from a othetical m imum drop.  

The ue s pool water level satisfies Criterion 2 of 
tnýmen

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-70A>

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the water level in the spent fuel 
pool is an initial condition design parameter in the analysis of the fuel handling 
accident in the fuel handling building postulated by Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4).  
A minimum water level of 23 feet above the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies 
seated in the storage racks (Regulatory Position C. 1 .c of Ref. 4) allows a 
decontamination factor of 100 (Regulatory Position C.1 .g of Ref. 4) to be used in 
the accident analysis for iodine. This relates to the assumption that 99% of the total 
iodine released from the pellet to cladding gap of all the dropped fuel assembly 
rods is retained by the spent fuel pool water. The fuel pellet to cladding gap is 
assumed to contain 12% of the total fuel rod iodine inventory (Ref. 3).  

The fuel handling accident analysis inside the fuel handling building is described in 
Reference 3. With a minimum water level of 23 feet above the top of the irradiated 
fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks, and a minimum decay time of 
100 hours prior to fuel handling, the analysis demonstrates that the iodine release 
due to a postulated fuel handling accident is adequately captured by the water, and 
offsite doses are maintained within allowable limits (Ref. 5).

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



Fuel ( iPool Water Level B 3.7.M 

BASES (continued) 

LCO The specified water level preserves the assumptions of the 

fuel handling accident analysis (Ref. 3). As such, it is 

the minimum required for fuel storage and movement within 

the fuel ( pool.  

APPLCABIITY hisLC0 pplis~dring movement of irradiated fuel 

assemblies in the fuel s pool since the potential for 

a release of fission pro -ucs exists.  

ACTIONS A.1 

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that 

LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.  

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met, 

immediate action must be taken to preclude the occurrence of 

6e 4 -an acci en . th-efuel ( pool at less than the 

required level, the movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel._-__ 

p ool is immediately suspended. This effectively 5s eo| 

preclus the occurrence of a fuel handling accident. In 

such a case, unit procedures control the movement of loads 

over the spent fuel. This does not preclude movement of a 

fuel assembly to a safe position.  

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, 

LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, 

the fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.  
Therefore, in either case, inability to suspend movement of 

irradiated fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason to 
require a reactor shutdown.  

SURVEILLANCE 5R--.7.  
REQU IREMENTS 

This SR verifies that sufficient pool water is 
S available in the event of a fuel handling accident. The 

water reve in th fuel(ý pool must be checked 

periodically. The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because 

the volume in the pool is normally stable. Water level 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Fuel( Pool Water Level 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE _ (continued) 
REQU IREMENTS 

changes are controlled by unit procedures and are 

acceptable, based on operating experience. ;4 

During refueling operations, the level in thei uiel 

pool is at equilibrium with that in the refueling canal, and 

the level in the refueling canal is checked daily in 
accordance with SR 3.9.6.1.  

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 9 

2. FSAR, Section 1 -'It 

3. FSAR, Section1 

4. Regulatory Guide 1.25.  

5. 10 CFR 100.11.  

rN locr? D
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Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentration 8 3.7.2ý 

/B 

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3 . 7 .0 Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentration 

BASES

BACKGROUNA- As. _cribed in the LCO 3.7. Spent Fuel 

,<o/-__ iStorage. fuel assemblies are stored in the spent 
"fuelfpdol racks c betX-_roa•d- patUR in.accordance 
with criteria based on nitial enrichment and discharge 
burnup3•e Although the water in the spent fuel pool is 

_. normally borated to > ppm, the criteria that limit the 

storage of a fuel assembly to specific rack locations are 

_TIJSER-T conservatively developed without taking credit for boron 

i 3. -73 A

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

, =7-38

The concentration of dissolved boron in the fuel storage 
pool satisfies Criterion 2 of Qý,--lTc pU•fr1" - -t en, 

LCO ~ The s ecified concentration Vppmicf dissolved boron 

LCO i " in the fuel ~poolpreserves the assumption used n 
the analyses of the potential accident scenarios 

is concentration of dissolved boron is the minimum 
required concentration for fuel assembly storage and 
movement withi fuel 5 pool.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever fuel assemblies are stored in the 

spent fuel pool, until a complete spent fuel pool

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-73A> 

in the spent fuel pool water.  

The spent fuel storage pool is divided into two separate and distinct regions as shown in SAR 
Figure 9-53 which, for the purpose of criticality considerations, are considered as separate pools.  
Region I is designed to accommodate new fuel with a maximum enrichment of 4.10 wt% U-235, or 
spent (irradiated) fuel regardless of the discharge fuel bumup. Region 2 is designed to 
accommodate fuel of various initial enrichments which have accumulated minimum bumups within 

[.14 the acceptable domain according to Figure 3.7.15-1. Fuel assemblies not meeting the criteria of 
Figure 3.7.15-1 shall be stored in accordance with paragraph 4.3.1.1.e in SAR Section 4.3, Fuel 
Storage.  

The water in the spent fuel storage pool normally contains soluble boron, which results in large 
subcriticality margins under actual operating conditions. However, the NRC guidelines specify that 
the limiting kef of 0.95 be evaluated in the absence of soluble boron. Hence, the design of both 
regions is based on the use of unborated water, which maintains each region in a subcritical 
condition during normal operation with the regions fully loaded. The double contingency principle 
discussed in ANSI N-16.1-1975 and the April 1978 NRC letter (Ref. 1) allows credit for soluble boron 
under other abnormal or accident conditions, since only a single accident need be considered at one 
time. Thus, for accident conditions, the presence of soluble boron in the spent fuel pool water can be 
assumed as a realistic condition. For example, accident scenarios are postulated which could 
potentially increase the reactivity and reduce the margin to criticality. To mitigate these postulated 
criticality related accidents, boron is dissolved in the pool water. Safe operation of the high density 
storage racks with no movement of assemblies may therefore be achieved by controlling the location 

S-4 of each assembly in accordance with LCO 3.7.15, "Spent Fuel Pool Storage." Prior to movement of 
an assembly, it is necessary to perform SR 3.7.15.1.  

<INSERT B3.7-73B> 

Most accident conditions will not result in an increase in Kef of the rack. Examples are the loss of 
cooling systems (reactivity decreases with decreasing water density) and dropping a fuel assembly 
on top of the rack (the rack structure pertinent for criticality is not deformed and the assembly has 
more that eight inches of water separating it from the active fuel in the rest of the rack which 
precludes interaction). However, accidents can be postulated which would increase reactivity such 
as inadvertent drop of an assembly between the outside periphery of the rack and the pool wall.  
Thus, for accident conditions, the presence of soluble boron in the storage pool water is assumed as 
a realistic initial condition.  

The presence of 1600 ppm boron in the pool water will decrease reactivity by approximately 30% AK.  
Thus Ke• •0.95 can be easily met for postulated accidents, since any reactivity increase will be much 
less than the negative worth of the dissolved boron.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentration 
B 3.7.5 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY verification has been performed following the last movement 

(continued) of fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool. This LCO does 

not apply following the verification since the verification 
would confirm that there are no misloaded fuel assemblies.  

With no further fuel assembly movement in progress, there is 

no potential for a misloaded fuel assembly or a dropped fuel 
assembly.  

ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1. and A.2.2 
The Required Actions are modified by a Note indicating that 

LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. t 

When the concentration of boron in the'luel (m bpool is 

less than required, immediate action must be taken to 

preclude the occurrence of an accident or to mitigate the 

consequences of an accident in progress. This is most 
efficiently achieved by immediately suspending the movement 

!AJS(IPT of the fuel assemblies. This does not preclude movement of 
8.3,.7 -ý Aa fuel assembly to a safe position."-'

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, 

LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the 

fuel movement is independent of reactor operation.  
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of fuel assemblies 

s not a sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.  

SURVEILLANCE Jhis SR verifies that the concentration of boron in the 
REQUIREMENTS(•e��~u pool is within the required limit. As long as 

this SR is met, the analyzed incidents are fully addressed.  
The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because no major 
replenishment of pool water is expected to take place over a 
short period of time.  

REFERENCES e. -:rM.$k-T 

L_-
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<INSERT B3.7-74A> 

In addition, action must be immediately initiated to restore the spent fuel pool boron concentration to 
within its limit. An acceptable alternative is to immediately initiate performance of a spent fuel pool 
verification to ensure proper locations of the fuel since the last movement of fuel assemblies in the 
spent fuel pool. However, prior to resuming movement of fuel assemblies, the concentration of 
boron must be restored. Either of these actions are acceptable, and once initiated must be continued 
until the action is completed. The immediate Completion Time for initiation of these actions reflects 
the importance of maintaining a controlled environment for irradiated fuel.  

<INSERT B3.7-74B> 

1. Double contingency principle of ANSI N 16.1-1975, as specified in the April 14, 1978, NRC 
letter (Section 1.2) and implied in the proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.13 
(Section 1.4, Appendix A).  

2. SAR, Section 14.2.2.3.  

3. Safety Evaluation Report, Section 2.1.3, License Amendment No. 76, April 15, 1983.  

4. 10 CFR 50.36.
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Spent Fuel

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.2 Spent Fuel Storage

The spent fuel storage facility is designed to store either 

new (nonirradiated) nuclear fuel assemblies, or burned 

(irradiated) fuel assemblies in a vertical confi uratIoni., 

_rwar!. I gjie j pOol is sized to store 
J d fuel assemblie w in st 

n Tlir e spent fuel storage cells are 

Winsýal~edin parallel rows with center to center spacing of 

-M inches in re 
_rdirection. uxl

-a .ri g w e v r f ueu w ,I . .  
emblies a6 stored in the spent fuel 
stored in a checkerboard pattern I• 

Sto maintain a keff of 0.95 or less.

The restrictions on the placement of fuel assemblies within 

the fuel pool, according to Figure#(3. 7 .• • • 

ý ýhy)c.Ltgqjensure that the keff of t •e•spent fuel 

pool will always remai n•qO.95 assuming the pool to be 

flooded with unboratedw"ter. The restrictions are 

consistent with the criticality safety analysis performed

for the spent (3Jfuel pooi • n.ure 

Fuet Us_ blies not meeting rthecrlteriaT ý 
Ushall be stored in acordancewt
Specification 4.3.1.1. 2 7 . .

eAiA-

(continued
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BASES

BACKGROUND
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LCO
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<INSERT B3.7-75A>

The spent fuel storage pool is divided into two separate and distinct regions as shown in SAR 
Figure 9-53 which, for the purpose of criticality considerations, are considered as separate pools.  
Region I is designed to accommodate new fuel with a maximum enrichment of 4.10 wt% U-235, or 
spent (irradiated) fuel regardless of the discharge fuel bumup. Region 2 is designed to 
accommodate fuel of various initial enrichments which have accumulated minimum bumups within 

7 the acceptable domain according to Figure 3.7.15-1. Fuel assemblies not meeting the criteria of Figure 3.7.15-1 shall be stored in accordance with paragraph 4.3.1 .1.e in SAR Section 4.3, Fuel 
Storage.  

<INSERT B3.7-75B> 

In order to prevent inadvertent fuel assembly insertion into two adjacent storage locations, vacant 
spaces adjacent to the faces of any fuel assembly which does not meet the Region 2 burnup criteria 
(unrestricted) are physically blocked before any such fuel assembly is placed in Region 2 (Ref. 1). In 
addition, the area designated for checkerboard arrangement is divided from the normal storage in 
Region 2 by a row of vacant storage spaces (Ref. 2).  

<INSERT B3.7-75C> 

Criticality of fuel assemblies in the spent fuel storage rack is prevented by the design of the rack 
which limits fuel assembly interaction. This is done by fixing the minimum separation between 
assemblies and inserting neutron poison between assemblies in Region 1. Region 2 controls fuel 
assembly interaction by fixing the minimum separation between assemblies and by setting 
enrichment and bumup criterion to limit fissile materials. This 

<INSERT B3.7-75D> 

In the event a checkerboard storage configuration is deemed necessary for a portion of Region 2, 
vacant spaces adjacent to the faces of any fuel assembly which does not meet the Region 2 bumup 
criteria (non-restricted) shall be physically blocked before any such fuel assembly may be placed in 
Region 2. This will prevent inadvertent fuel assembly insertion into two adjacent storage locations.
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Spent Fuel b y Stora e 
B3.7. ,

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

This LCO applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in 

$Region 2 of the spent fuel pool.

A.I 

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that 

LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. 40 

When the configuration of fuel assemblies stored in the 

spent fuel pool is not in accordance with Figure#[3.7.A lY I 

immediate action must be taken to make the necessary fuel 

assembly movement(s) to brin the confi urationt 

e3)~ I compliance with Figure 3. 7. V/3 

If moving irradiated ue assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, 

LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving 

irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the 
fuel movement is independent of reactor operation.  

=Therefore, in either case, inability to move fuel assemblies 

is not sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE 
,REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7 .TI 

This SR verifies by administrative means that the initial 

enrichment and burnup of the fuel assembly is in accordance 
with FigureA3.7 .1l in the accompanying LC-

REFERENCES
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Secondary Specific Activiltx/y-,, 
B 3.7 . qj 

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.5 Secondary Specific Activity 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam 
generator tube out-LEAKAGE from the Reactor Coolant System 
(RCS). Under steady state conditions, the activity is 
primarily iodines with relatively short half lives and, 
thus, indicative of current conditions. During transients, 
1-131 spikes have been observed, as well as increased 
releases of some noble gases. Other fission product 
isotopes, as well as activated corrosion products, in lesser 
amounts, may also be found in the secondary coolant.  

A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power 
operation minimizes releases to the environment because of 
normal operation, an i ip-ed "r I and 
accidents. 

This limit is lower than the activity value that might be 
expected from a 1 m tube leak (LCO 3.4.13, "RCS 

era ion ea age' of primary coolant at the limit of 
ACi/gm (LCO 34.4 , "RCS Specific Activity").. ste 

equi= ri~um= be se,• of blowF n , an rl osses=.,rh 
no gas and iow e activi containe in the s m..  
eeeCe0erator inve •try, the alodwater, l d the re lor cin a 

e'akage•. M, ofth * ne s..shae s t@al e 

i2 . hou xoure of31 a i sml frcino h0 C4 100

coRcenf . fast r e t dno equi ru bec se ofblw nado rose 

sp~iH/th ectnti nued)2 

BG the B 3.-7ac 
thyroid se to a per n at the/ mcluionteamboun-d•Y.1 y 

(EAB) w•uld be abou . .n~79 rem Af the misemsa Wty 
val..e (MSSVs) ar open for/h .2 hour followin 'a trip/ 

f f u l l p o w e w -_ j _ 
L)(iklv Ope ~ 0erating a unit at the allowable limits could result in a 

'bo4AV, ý2 hou •( exposure of a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-77A> 

The thyroid dose conversion factors used in the calculation of DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 are those 
identified in Section 1.1, "Definitions."
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Secondary Specific Activit B 3.7.k).  

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE The accident analys' of the main steam line reak, as 

SAFETY ANALYSES discussed in the F AR, Chapter 1151 (Ref. 2 assumes the 

initial secondar coolant specific activi to have a 

radioactive is ope concentration of O.1 Ci/gm DOSE 

EQUIVALENT I- 1. This assumption is ed in the analysis 

for determi ng the radiological cons quences of the 

Spostulate accident. The accident alysis, based on this 

and othe assumptions, shows that e radiological 

J-ri S CAT \conseq nces of an MSLB do not e eed established limits, 
'.co(Ref.• )for whole body and thy id dose rates.  

S/lWi a loss of offsite power the remaining steam genera r 

0 available for core deca heat dissipation by ventin 

I steam to the atmosphere t ough the MSSVs and steam 

generator atmospheric d p valves (ADVs). The Emer ncy 

Feedwater System suppl s the necessary makeup to e steam 

i~enerator. Venting c ntinues until the reactor olant 

;temperature and pre ure has decreased suffici tly for the 
'Shutdown Cooling stem to complete the cool wn.  

11n the evaluat n of the radiological con quences of this 

!accident, the activity released from th steam generator 

connected t the failed steam line is ssumed to be releas 

Idirectly t the environment. The un fected steam gener or 

In MODES I .na .,) lis assum to discharge steam and y entrained activit 

Ithrough he MSSVs and ADVs durin the event. Since no 

I)n fftbEýS •d j credi is taken in the analysis or activity plateou or 

rete ion, the resultant radi ogical consequences epresent 

a nservative estimate of e potential integrat dose due 

~f~cI c vV't- the postulated steam VI e failure.  

$econdar s ecific activity-limits satisfy Criterion 2 of 

LCO As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific 

tiv limit in the secondary coolant system of 
, <Ci/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 maintains the 

-rao•lo-tg ical consequences of a Desi Basis Accident (DBA) 
Reference 1 _ , s. , 

SMonitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant 

ensures that, when secondary specific activity limits are 

exceeded, appropriate actions are taken, in a timely manner, 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.7-78A> 

For the purpose of determining a maximum allowable secondary coolant activity, the activity 
contained in the mass released following the rupture of a steam generator tube, a steam line break 
outside the reactor building and a loss of load incident were considered (Safety Evaluation Report for 
ANO-1 License Amendment No. 2, 1CNA057502, dated May 9, 1975 (Ref. 2)).  

The whole body dose is negligible since any noble gases entering the secondary coolant system are 
continuously vented to the atmosphere by the condenser vacuum pumps. Thus, in the event of a 
loss of load incident or steam line break, there are only small quantities of these gases which would 
be released (Ref. 2).  

The dose analysis performed to determine the maximum allowable reactor coolant activity assuming 
the maximum allowable primary to secondary leakage of 1 gpm as given in the Bases for LCO 
3.4.13 indicated that the controlling accident to determine the allowable secondary coolant activity 
would be the rupture of a steam generator tube. For the loss of load incident with a loss of 205,000 
pounds of water released to the atmosphere via the relief valves, the resulting thyroid dose at the I
131 dose equivalent activity limit of 0.17 PCi/gm would be 0.6 Rem with the same meteorological 
and iodine release assumptions used for the steam generator tube rupture as given in the Bases for 
LCO 3.4.13. For the less probable accident of a steam line break, the assumption is made that a 
loss of 106 pounds of water or the contents of one loop in the secondary coolant system occurs and 
is released directly to the atmosphere. Since the water will flash to steam, the total radioiodine 
activity is assumed to be released to the atmosphere. The resulting thyroid dose at the 1-131 dose 
equivalent activity limit of 0.17 g.Ci/gm would be less than 28 Rem with the same meteorological 
assumptions used for the steam generator tube rupture and loss of load incident (Ref. 2).
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Secondary Specific Act ivityJ, 
B 37 f

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

to place the unit in an operational MODE that would minimize 
the radiological consequences of a DBA.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the limits on secondary specific 
activity apply due to the potential for secondary steam 
releases to the atmosphere.  

In'MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are not being used 
for heat removal. Both the RCS and steam generators are at 
low pressure and primary to secondary LEAKAGE is minimal.  
Therefore, r osecondary specific activity is not 

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 exceeding the allowable value in the 
secondary coolant contributes to increased post accident 
doses. If secondary specific activity cannot be restored to 
within limits within the associated Completion Time, the 
unit must be placed in a MODE in which- the LCO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in 
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit 
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.0Z.1 
REQU IREMENTS 

This SR verifies that the secondary specific activity is 
within the limits of the accident analysis A gamma 
isotopic analysis of the secondary coolant, which determines 
DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, confirms the 
ana ysis assumptions-.IF C ) It also serves to 
identify and trend any unusual isotopic concentrations that 
might indicate changes in reactor coolant activity or 
LEAKAGE. The 31 day Frequency is based on the detection of 
increasing trends of the level of DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, and 
allows for appropriate action to be taken to maintain levels 
below the LCO limit.  

(continued)
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Secondary Specific Activity, 
B 3.7.4 ,

BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11.  
2. -r , v .
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.18 Steam Gener or Level

BACKGROUND A principal function of the steam generat s is to provide 
superheated steam at a constant pressure (900 psia) over the 
power range. Steam generator water invntory is maintained 
large enough to provide adequate prim y to secondary heat 

transfer. Mass inventory and indica ed water level in the 

steam generator increases with loa as the length of the 
four heat transfer regions within he steam generator vary.  
Inventory is controlled indirect as a function of power 
and maintenance of a constant a erage primary system 
temperature by the feedwater ntrols in the Integrated 
Control System.  

The maximum operating stea generator level is based 
primarily on preserving t e initial condition assumptions 
for steam generator inv tory used in the FSAR steam line 
break (SLB) analysis ( f. 1). An inventory of 62,600 lb 
was used in this anal sis. The 62,600 lb must not be 

exceeded due to the oncerns of a possible return to 
criticality becaus of primary side cooling following an B 

and the maximum p essure in the reactor building.  

For a clean on through steam generator, the mass in entory 
in a steam ge rator for operating at 100% power is 
approximatel 39,000 lb to 40,000 lb.  

As a stea generator becomes fouled and the ope ting level 

approach the limit of 96%, the mass inventor in the 
downco r region increases approximately 10, 0 lb, and adds 

to th total mass inventory of the steam g erator. In 
matc ng unit data of startup level versu power, the steam 
ge rator performance codes have shown at fouling of the 

er tube support plates does not sig ficantly change the 

eat transfer characteristics of the team generator. Thus, 

the steam temperature, or superheat is not degraded due to 

the fouling of the tube support 1 es, and mass inventory 
changes are mainly due to the ad d level in the downcomer.  

y i ig o e. samc ogenedr)r 

~~the steam superheat at 10 lpower (2544 MW). The results deese 

(continued)
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.• ~ Steam Generator Lev• 

BACKGROUND were pr sented as the amount of mass inventory i each steam 

(continued) gener or versus operating range level and stea superheat.  

The imiting curve, which was determined fro several steam 

g erator performance code runs at a power evel of 100%, 

nservatively bounds steam generator mas inventory value, 

hen operating at power levels < 100%.  

The points displayed in Figure 3.7.18 , in the accompanying 

LCO, are the intercept points of the 7,000 lb mass value, 

and the operating range level x an steam superheat values.  

The steam generator performance alysis also indicated that 

startup and full range level in truments are inadequate 

indicators of steam generator ass inventory at high power 

levels due to the combinatio of static and dynamic pressure 

losses. If the water level hould rise above the 96% upper 

limit, the steam superheat ould tend to decrease due to 

reduced feedwater heatin through the aspirator ports.  
Normally, a reduction i water level is manually initiated 

to maintain steam flow hrough the aspirator port by 
reducing the power 1 el. Thus, the superheat versus level 

limitation also ten to ensure that, in normal operation, 
water level will r ain clear of the aspirator ports.  

Feedwater nozzi flooding would impair feedwater heatin 
and could resu in excessive tube to shell temperatur 
differentials excessive tubesheet temperature 
differentia , and large variations in preSsurizer evel.  

APPLICABLE The mo limiting Design Basis Accident that uld be 

SAFETY ANALYSES affec d by steam generator operating level s a steam line 

fail e. This accident is evaluated in Re rence 1. The 

par meter of interest is the mass of wate , or inventory, 
c taied in the steam generator due to s role in lowering 

actor Coolant System (RCS) te-mperatu (return to 
riticality concern), and in oraising ntainment pressure 

during an SLB accident. A high~er i entoryase h 
effects of the accident to be more evere. Figure 3.7.18-1, 

in the accompanying LCO, is based pon maintaining inventory 

< 57,000 lb, which is 10% less an the inventory used in 

he R acci(entanalysis,contie 

(continued)
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Steam Generat(

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

e am gener or level satisfies Criterion

/

APPLICABILITY

This LCO is required to preserve the ini al condition 
assumptions of the accident analyses. ailure to meet the 
maximum steam generator level LCO req rements can result in 
additional mass and energy released o containment, and 
excessive cooling (and related cor reactivity effects) 
following an SLB. In addition, f ddwater nozzle flooding 
would impair feedwater heating, nd could result in 
excessive tube to shell temper ure differentials and 
excessive tubesheet temperat ee gradients.

In MODES I and 2, a ma mum steam generator water level is 
v 

n 
P 
d 
r 

v 

2 
s 

E a 
required to preserve e initial condition assumption for e 

r 
dSe e e 

r 

ma 

steam generator inv tory used in the steam line failure nete a rn 
na 1 ys 

accident analysis ef. 1).  
t 

0 

n t a 

t r ief . 1) 

In MODE 3, limi s on RRCS bboron concentrations will prevent 
t 

r fo 

return to cri /cality inn the event of an SLB. In MODES 4, 

5, and 6, t water inn thee steam generator has a low 

tor i v tory 
specific e halpy; therefore, there is no need to limit h t1 ty I 
steam ge rator inventory when the unit is in this

ACTIONS A 

With the steam generator level in excess of e maximum 
limit, action must be taken to restore the vel to within 
the bounds assumed in the analysis. To a ieve this status, 
the water level is restored to within th limit. The 
15 minute Completion Time is considere to be a reasonable 
time to perform this evolution.  

B.1 

If the water level in one or re steam generators cannot be 

restored to less than or equ to the maximum level in
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Steam Generator Lev 
B 3 .18s 

BASES." 

ACTIONS / .1 (continued) / ....  

Figure 3.7.18-1, the unit must be placed n a MODE that 

minimizes the accident risk. To achie this status, the 

unit must be placed in at least MODE within 6 hours. The 

allowed Completion Time is reasonabeb dn operating 

experience, to reach the required nit conditions from full 
Spower conditions in an orderly nner and without 

S~challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR _3.7.18.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

. . ...  
This SR verifies th steam generator level to be within 

acceptable limits The 12 hour Frequency is adequate 

because the ope or will be aware of unit evolutions that 

can affect the team generator level between checks.  

Furthermore, he 12 hour Frequency is considered adequa in 

view oR Eoe in the control ro1.44 
includnaamtoaette prtrt steam ge rator 
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